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Benefits Plus
helps answer
questions
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
Persons with disabilities have
been eligible for work incentives
and disability benefits under the
Social Security Disability Insurance Plan and the Supplemental
Security Income Program for years.
While the Ticket to Work and
rk Incentives Improvement Act
of 1999 opened those two programs up to even more people,questions still remained as to how a
person's employment would affect
how the incentives and benefits
would be distributed.
A federally-funded program.
Benefits Plus, is attempting to
answer those questions, using
trained benefits specialists in all
SO states.
The main purpose of the program. according to George Parsons, Kentucky coordinator of Benefits Plus, is to help those who
wish to return to the workforce
by providing them with information about which benefits and incentives they will be able to retain
once they find jobs.
"People just don't know," Parsons said. "A lot of people are
afraid they'll lose their benefits if
they return to work, with the logical thought being, 'If you're working, you're not disabled.' Well,that's
not always the case."
"The main thing people come
to us asking is, 'I'm going back
to work. so what happens to my
Medicaid card?" said Angie Sullivan, a benefits specialist working out of Murray's Center for
Accessible Living. "We're not tattle tales. We're don't go say, 'John
Doe is working more than he
should.—
SSDI is a program of federal
disability insurance benefits for
workers who have contributed to
the Social Security trukt funds and
became disabled or blind before
retirement age. Spouses with dis-
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OFF & RUNNING ... Calloway County High School's
track was site of Saturday's
Special Olympics, which
hosted numerous participants from the Jackson Purchase region who competed in various athletic events.
Above, two competitors take
off in a 50-yard dash heat,
while 8-year-old Austin Coleman of Livingston County,
at right, gets some lastminute instructions before
his heat.

abilities and dependent children of
fully-insured workers are also eligible for disability benefits upon
the retirement, disability or death
of the primary beneficiary.
The SSI program is a meadstested program providing monthly
cash income to low-income persons with limited resources on the
basis of age and on the basis of
blindness and disability for children and adults.
"They've been in existence for
a while," Sullivan said. "I guess
they've just kind of been pushed
to the side."
Parsons said SSI and SSDI paid
out $74.2 billion in benefits and
incentives in 1999. The task of
advising beneficiaries of the two
programs has traditionally fallen
on the Social Security program,
but Parsons said the growing number of people eligible for benefits
has become too much of a burden for it to handle.
"Social Security is a very complex act ... and the Social Security representatives are swamped."
Parsons said. "We're not trying to
replace them or anything like that.
We're just focusing on the work
incentives."
Sullivan said Murray's program
is one of six in the state. While
it has been up and running since
November. informing the public
about Benefits Plus, which already
deals with some potentially confusing details, has been a chore.
"We haven't got the word out,"
she said. "If I go somewhere like
a (Calloway County United Benevolent Services) meeting. though,
people will come up and ask me
questions about it."
For more information regarding
Benefits Plus, contact the Center
for Accessible Living in Murray
at 753-7676 or the Center for
Accessible Living in Louisville at
1-888-813-8497. Parsons can also
be e-mailed at gparsons@calky.org.

MSU shield has
ties to Scotland
By BERRY CRAIG
For The Associated Press
MURRAY, Ky. (AP) — The
Murray State University alma mater
says the school is "in the heart
of Jackson's Purchase.- But the
university's official logo comes
from halfway around the world.
The familiar Murray State shield
with three stars is Scottish, a link
confirmed in London almost 70
years ago by Murray's first president, Dr. John Wesley Carr.
The shield and stars make up
the coat of arms of the Murrays.
one of Scotland's oldest families.
The one Carr viewed at Westminster Abbey was part of a memorial to William Murray. Earl of
Mansfield. A noted British jurist,
he was born in 1704 and died in
1793.
Carr "paused in glad surprise"
in Westminster Abbey. where he
saw a "familiar symbol, a shield
carved in stone bearing three stars."
He happily wrote home, "I had
seen that shield ten thousand times.
It could not be mistaken. It was
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the Murray Shield."
Since, the shield has been updated and modernized a bit. said Sherry McClain. the Murray State University News Bureau manager."But
the general flavor stays the same."
In 1931. a Murray newspaper
article included Cart's letter, which
he had sent to his friend. L.J.
Hortin. longtime chairman of Murray State's journalism department.
A clipping of it is in the school's
Pogue Library.
The shield and stars became Murray's logo in 1924. two years after
Kentucky's westernmost university was authorized. Carr was president in 1923-1926.
The stars on the shield, according to the old newspaper article,
represent "Aim. Endeavor and
Achievement." The article also suggested that "the name of the city
of Murray itself can perhaps be
traced back to the famous Earl of
Mansfield." But The Kentucky
Encyclopedia says the Calloway
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ALL THAT JAZZ? ... The New Orleans Jazz & Heritage Festival features Mardi Gras
Indians second-lining around the Fairgrounds, Saturday, April 28, 2001, in New Orleans.
Irving Banister, left, is with the Creole Wild West. Gerard Dollis, right, is a member of
the Wild Magnolia.
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Special
• needs
children
sought
Special to the Ledger
Murray Independent School District and Calloway County Schools
have ongoing Child Find systems,
which are designed to find any
child or youth, age birth up to 22
years, who may have a disability
and need special education. This
includes children and youth who
are not in school or those who
are in school but are not receiving the special education they need
to have an appropriate public education.
The Murray Independent Schools
and Calloway County Schools will
make sure any child or youth that
has a disability, regardless of how
severe the disability, is provided
and appropriate public education
at no cost to the parents of the
child or youth.
Parents, relatives, public and
private agency employees, and concerned citizens are urged to help
the school districts finds any infant,
toddler, child, or youth who may
have a disability and need special
education and related services.
The districts need to know the
name and age, or date of birth of
the child or youth; the name.
address, and phone of the parent
or guardian; the possible disability: and other information to determine if special education is needed.
Letters and phone calls are some
of the ways the districts collect
the information needed. The information the school districts collect
all be used to contact the parents
of the child or youth and find out
if the child or youth needs to be
evaluated or referred for special education services.
If you know of a child or youth
who lives in Murray or Calloway
County. who may have a disability. and is not receiving needed
services, bring telephone number
or send the information to each
district's respective director of special education at Murray Board of
Education, 203 S. 13th Street, or
Calloway County Board of Education, 2110 College Farm Road.
Child Find activities will continue throughout the school year.
As part of these efforts, each district will use screening information, student records, and basic
assessment information collected
on all children and youth in the
district to help locate those children and youth who have a disability and need special education.
Any information the districts
collect through Child Find is maintained confidentially.
Parents, guardians, or eligible
students have the right to file a
complaint with the U.S. Department of Education related to perceived failures by a district to
comply with confidentiality requirements.
The address is Family Policy
and Regulations Office. U.S.
Department of Education. Washington. P.C.. 20202.
Written policies and procedures
have been developed which describe
the districts' requirements regarding the confidentiality of personally identifiable information and
Child Find activities.
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California millionaire at space station

PHOTO PROVIDED

CLOWNING AROUND ... Murray Lions Club president
Ken Purcell. left, and Circus Committee chairman Einar
Jenstrom. right, met with "Winky the Clown" ;rpm the
Kelley Miller Circus recently to promote the circus, sponsored by the Lions Club, with proceeds benefiting Habitat for Humanity. The circus will be located at MSU Tent
City this Wednesday for 4:30 p.m. and 7:30 p.m. performances. Tickets are $5 (child, age 2-11), and $7 (adult
in advance), and are available at any local bank until
noon Tuesday, or from 9 a.m.-5 p.m. at Wal-Mart Tuesday. Gate prices are S6 (child) and $9 (adult).

Possible traces of
Big Bang discovered
NEW YORK (AP) — Scientists have discovered possible traces
of the cosmic match that ignited
the Big Bang and created the universe 14 billion years ago. according to published reports.
Two detectors in Antarctica discovered minute patterns — probably created by microscopic energy fluctuations — in a glow from
primordial gases. The New York
Times reported Monday.
The glow, called cosmic
microwave background radiation,
carried an imprint of large waves
to the detectors on Earth. The fluctuations probably set the waves in
motion and agitated the young universe.
The findings eased recent
astronomer concerns that their Big

Bang theory of the origin of the
universe might be inaccurate.
"This study provides strong confirmation that, overall, we're using
the right model to describe the
universe." Paul Richards of the
University of California at Berkeley told the Washington Post on
Monday.
University of Chicago scientists
oversee the Degree Angular Scale
Interferometer, a microwave detector at a South Pole research station. operated by the National Science Foundation, which made the
pattern observations.
The announcement was made
Sunday at a meeting at the American Physical Society in Washington, where two other groups shared
similar observations.
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CAPE CANAVERAL, Ha.(AP)
— The world's first space tourist,
California millionaire Dennis Tito,
arrived at the international space
station today (Monday) and floated inside with a huge grin. "I love
space," he said.
The Russian Soyuz capsule carrying Tito and two cosmonauts
pulled up at the space station just
before 4 a.m., ending a two-day
journey that began with the launch
in Kazakstan. The linkup occurred
just 14 hours after the departure
of space shuttle Endeavour.
Tito followed his Russian commander, Talgat Musabayev, into
the space station, flying in with
his arms outstretched. The 60-yearold financier beamed as he shook
hands with the three space station
residents and gave a thumbs-up.
"It was a great trip here," said
Tito, wearing the standard blue
cosmonaut uniform. "And I don't
know about this adaptation that
they talk about. I'm already adapted. So I love space."
With a laugh, Musabayev told
Russian Mission Control in Russian that Tito "looks younger, maybe
10 years younger now," adding,
"Maybe going to space makes you
younger." As the six space travelers gathered around the table in
the Russian Zvezda module, the

living quarters. Musabayev told
Tito: "We are going to prepare
everything for you — nice bed
and warm food."
Despite its months of opposition to Tito's trip, NASA broadcast the 245-mile-high docking as
well as the reunion, using the
grainy images provided by Russian Mission Control. The Soyuz
— Tito's taxi — made its slow
approach with Musabayev at the
controls.
"We're so glad that (the Soyuz
crewmen) are finally here, so we
have guests in our house," space
station commander Yuri Usachev
said.
Musabayev, who put his arm
around Tito's shoulder as the two
crews posed for pictures, noted
that the space station residents had
to pull open the Soyuz hatch.
"It was a little bit stuck and
we were not able to open it without their help,- Musabayev said.
"But together we did it."
He added: "The most important thing is — we made it."
NASA had opposed Tito's trip
on safety grounds, and Alpha's
residents were under orders to conduct safety briefings and drills as
soon as the hatches opened. American astronaut Jim Voss assured
Mission Control in Houston that

the three visitors were being shown
all the safety equipment, like fire
extinguishers and oxygen masks.
NASA cleared the space station crew's schedule for the rest
of this week to allow time for
"entertaining," as one NASA manager described it over the weekend.
Tito is paying as much as $20
million for this adventure of a
lifetime. All the money is going
to Russian space officials; neither
NASA nor any of the other space
station partners get a cut.
Tito. Musabayev and flight engineer Yuri Baturin were clearly
thrilled to reach space station Alpha,
a palace compared with the
cramped, Spartan Soyuz. They've
already accomplished their major
objective: delivering a fresh Soyuz
lifeboat to the station.
Voss and his NASA crewmate,
Susan Helms, said repeatedly over
the past few months that they
would extend a warm welcome to
whomever brings their new Soyuz.
Usachev had supported Tito's flight
all along.
Tito has strict limitations
imposed on him by NASA. He
cannot enter the two U.S. modules without an escort, which limits him to the two Russian-built
compartments and his Soyuz.

On the Net:
NASA:
http://spaceflight.nasa.gov
If he breaks anything, he pays
for it. If he's hurt or killed, he
can't sue NASA. Neither can his
family. Tito agreed to these stipulations, in writing, before his
launch.
NASA can't blame Tito for the
failed computer hard drives aboard
the space station; they stopped
working almost one week ago. The
computer problems left the space
station flying in autopilot much
of last week and almost delayed
the Soyuz's arrival by one day.
By the time Endeavour pulled
away Sunday afternoon, all three
command-and-control computers on
the space station were working,
but not all at 100 percent.
Endeavour was about 80 miles
away from the space station when
the Soyuz docked.
Tito, who worked as an aerospace engineer at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, Calif.,
during the 1960s, plans to focus
on Earth observations and photography during his visit. He also
plans some educational activities.
He and his Russian crewmates
will depart Saturday night aboard
the Soyuz that's been docked to
the space station for six months.

Meth becoming statewide problem
LONDON, Ky.(AP) — Authorities in Central and Eastern Kentucky say the production and distribution of methamphetamine is
no longer just a problem in the
western part of the state.
Meth production has become so
widespread in Western Kentucky
that Congress authorized funding
for a new U.S. Attorney's office
in Paducah.
But Dave Gilbert, deputy director for the Kentucky section of
the three-state Appalachia High
Intensity Drug Trafficking Area
based in London. said the number of meth labs in the eastern
part of the state is also on the
rise.
"We've seen a surge from the
west," Gilbert said.
State police in Hazard found
the first meth labs in the post area
within the last few months, said
Capt. Danny Webb. Gilbert said
local police have also reported an

Nothing else looks or feels like home...but we come close.

Hickory Woods Retirement Center

increase in shoplifting tied to meth,
as people steal ingredients.
Methamphetamine. also called
"speed" or "crank," can be eaten,
smoked, snorted or injected. It has
become a major drug problem in
Kentucky because it's so easy to
make, is highly addictive and has
great potential for profit.
Methamphetamine causes an
intense high and a sense of increased
energy, according to the Drug
Enforcement Agency, but also frequently results in violent behavior.
Abuse reportedly causes paranoia, hallucinations and health problems ranging from tooth loss and
skin sores to serious kidney, lung
and brain damage.
Meth also causes environmental problems.
The chemicals and solvents left
over after production — an estimated five to six pounds for each
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there is some underreporting.
"They're increasing every day,"
he said.
Criminal charges logged in the
state court system also show the
increase. The number went up from
410 in fiscal year 1999 to 839 in
fiscal year 2000, state police said.
Most of those cases were in
Western Kentucky, which is a major
farming area. One of the ingredients of meth, anhydrous ammonia, is a fertilizer used by farmers.
But Albro said police in Central and Eastern Kentucky should
fear the effects of the drug's spread.
Albro said his task force worked
200 meth cases in its 10-county
area last year. Meth sells for $1,200
to $1,800 an ounce and has replaced
powder cocaine in the region, he
said.
"It's like an explosion when it
hits the area," Albro said.

County seat was named for John
L. Murray, a local congressman.
In any event, Carr included a
detailed description of the Murray
memorial in Westminster Abbey,
a famous medieval house of worship where great Britons are
entombed.
Above the shield was, "carved
in marble.. the figure of a man of
heroic size, wearing the wig and
the gown of the Chief Justice of
Great Britain."
Carr also confessed that as he
gazed at the monument, his thoughts
drifted back to "a new Murray
across the seas — a Murray which
has the same shield carved on its
walls and wrought in its windows
and written on the tablets of the
hearts of its students."
In 1931, 35 shield-and-stars
crests adorned several campus
buildings, according to a clipping

from a Murray State student newspaper also in the Pogue Library.
Today, the shield is applied to
class rings, yearbooks. diplomas,
letterheads, university catalogs.
presidential medallions and almost
everything else associated with
Murray State, according to McClain.
"It is Murray State's most vis1 she said.
ible symbo1,'
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MURRAY

The Dixie Stampede
The North and South collided Friday at
Hickory Woods Retirement Center

pound of the finished drug — are
considered
hazardous
wastes,
requiring special equipment for
cleanup and expensive disposal in
approved landfills.
Cheyenne Albro, head of the
Pennyrile Narcotics Task Force
based in Madisonville, said it cost
taxpayers $197,000 to clean up meth
labs in Western Kentucky in 1999.
Meth was once the drug of choice
for motorcycle gangs, but production has spread from the West Coast,
becoming a major problem in parts
of the Midwest and South and
moving into Kentucky.
The number of meth cases in
the state has jumped in the last
few years. In 1996, the DEA counted six labs seized; the number last
year was 141, said Capt. Mike
Sapp, head of the state police Drug
Enforcement/Special Investigations
office for Western Kentucky.
Sapp said there may actually
have been more labs found, because
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PENSACOLA, Fla. (AP) — A
Baptist missionary said at the burial of his wife and their baby Sunday he has forgiven the Peruvian
air force for the shooting that
killed them.
Jim Bowers and his son, Cory,
survived the attack on their missionary plane that killed 35-yearold Veronica "Roni" Bowers and
7-month-old Charity earlier this
month. Peruvian pilots had believed
the plane was on a drug smuggling flight.
"Cory and I are experiencing
_Iinexplicable peace, and to me that's
proof that God is in this," Bowers told about 600 mourners. "Our
attitude toward those responsible
is one of forgiveness. Is that not
amazing? It shouldn't be amazing
to us Christians."
Bowers, 38, of Muskegon, Mich.,
spoke during a funeral service at
Marcus Pointe Baptist Church,
where his wife's parents, John and
Grace Luttig, are members.
"I've talked to everyone involved
except the pilots," Bowers said.
"I've been praying for them. I've
talked to their supervisor about
that. He's very interested in knowing more about the Lord. I've
called him from here. So every-

thing's going well in that regard.
No hard feelings."
Bowers also said he believed God
meant for the shooting to occur.
He said it was amazing that a single bullet had killed his wife and
daughter without hitting the plane's
pilot, Kevin Donaldson, 41, of
Morgantown, Pa. Donaldson was
able to land in the Amazon River
even though he had been shot in
both calves.
Bowers said God must have
spared him, his son and Donaldson because he had plans for them,
but said he did not know what
the plans were.
Jim and Veronica went to Peru
in 1993 to live in a houseboat
and preach to villagers along a
200-mile stretch of the Amazon
River. They were among about two
dozen Christian missionaries in the
area.
Gov. Jeb Bush sent a letter that
was read during the service. Humberto Umeres. Peru's general counsel in Miami, met privately with
family members to express the
government's condolences.
He said the country was investigating to determine exactly what
happened and whether Peru should
pay reparations.

Debate resurfaces in
Davenport as flooded
river slowly recedes
DAVENPORT, Iowa (AP) -As residents keep watch on the
sandbag levees holding back the
slowing receding Mississippi River,
city officials again face debate on
whether to build a floodwall to
protect the city from future floods.
City public works director Dee
Bruemmer is scheduled to appear
at a City Council meeting on the
issue today.
While Davenport doesn't have
a permanent floodwall, it has been
practicing flood control for the
past 17 years, Bruemmer said. That
control stresses removal of homes
from flood-prone areas, better flood
plain management and some reclamation of wetlands.
"With every flood, there is less
and less in the flood plain and
less and less that we have to protect," Bruemmer said. "It's a matter of educating the community on
what we've been doing to deal
with the problems we have here."
On Sunday, the river was at 21.18
feet, down from 21.33 Saturday
but still about 6 feet above flood
stage.
Opponents of building a flood
barrier to protect downtown Davenport, the only major urban area
on the upper Mississippi without
permanent flood protection, say a
floodwall would obstruct views of
the river that are worth millions

in tourist revenue.
Last week, Mayor Phil Yerington clashed with Federal Emergency Management Agency Director Joe Allbaugh, who said taxpayers' liability for communities
that are repeatedly flooded should
be limited if they refuse to build
permanent dikes and levees.
Some current aldermen say they
have no objection to the issue
being debated again. But renewed
debate will not change the answers
to some of the questions that killed
a floodwall proposal in 1984, they
say.
"It's all about money," Alderman Bob McGivern said.
On the Illinois side of the Mississippi, residents were waiting for
the river to recede before starting
to clean up the mess left by the
flood.
"We're just watching and waiting for the floodwaters to go
down," Illinois Emergency Management spokesman Dennis Minor.
Levees along the Illinois shore
have held up well throughout the
flood, Minor said.
Emergency officials said Sunday they expected no new problems.
"This is the flood that never
ends here," said Al Bataglia, St.
Paul's emergency management
director.
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through the cafeteria line by
11:30 a.m.
Larry Carrico and David Mawn
from Gov. Paul Patton's office
will present the program about
Kentucky ASAP and the next
steps our community must take
to qualify for full participation in
this initiative.
For more information, call the
Calloway County Family
Resource Center at 762-7333.

ON,

Moor

Wednesday, May 2
• Community members concerned about prevention, intervention, and treatment of addictions to alcohol, tobacco and
other drugs are urged to attend
an open Interagency Meeting
Wednesday, May 2 at Dutch
Essenhaus
The Dutch treat lunch program will begin around noon, so
attendees should plan to go
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Capitol Thoughts
By MARK CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer

Services levy one constant
in state's tax reform debate
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
— In the three
serious
most
looks at tax
reform in Kentucky in the last
decade, the one
constant among
the proposals has been that all
would expand the state's sales tax
to some services.
And though the reaction to subsequent proposals has been far
more muted than the sharp response
to a plan put forth by former Gov.
Wallace Wilkinson in 1990, all the
reform efforts have landed with a
resounding thud.
The irony is that most observers
agree that if the proposal to extend
the sales tax to services had passed
in 1990, the state could have avoided many of the jolting budget cuts
during the middle of the decade.
And history is repeating itself.
This year's revenue shortfall of
about $90 million can almost entirely be attributed to sales tax receipts
falling short of expectations.
In 1990, Wilkinson would have
had the sales tax apply to the services of professionals like lawyers
and accountants and to things like
advertising. The professional organizations, broadcasters, most newspapers and others who would have
had to start charging, reacted in
one of the most intense lobbying
efforts seen in the Capitol.
The result was the sales tax
rate went up from 5 percent to 6
percent, but applied to the same
purchases of goods.
In 1995, a tax reform study put

together by Gov. Brereton Jones
suggested a services tax as a way
to make up revenue lost from a
series of other proposals to overhaul the tax system. Jones, however, never carried through with
any of the recommendations.
And, noted budget director James
Ramsey, it was also an election
year in 1995 and candidates Paul
Patton and Larry Forgy were not
inclined to talk much about tax
increases while voters were making up their minds.
Gov. Patton, though, offered a
services tax again in 2000 as a
way to make up lost revenue in
his package that would have eliminated thousands of low-income
Kentuckians from the income tax
rolls.
The goal of tax reform that
most agree on is a system that is
fair, responsive to changes in the
economy, raises the money the
state needs, does not encourage
evasion and is competitive with
other states.
"Sometimes these goals conflict
with each other," Ramsey acknowledged last week at the first meeting of the latest tax study group,
created by the 2001 General Assembly.
The problem with the current
sales tax is that many of the goals
are becoming more difficult to
achieve.
People who buy through catalogs and over the Internet generally avoid sales taxes, even if they
are supposed to report and pay
the use tax as part of their annual -state income tax return. And
the current sales tax is not par-

AP News Analysis
By KEN GUGGENHEIM
AP Writer

ticularly responsive to an evolving economy in which people are
spending more money on services
and less on goods.
The sales tax is still generally
fair — rich or poor, if you buy
a pair of socks, you have to pay.
But it is also fairly regressive,
even with the exemptions for food,
residential utilities and most prescriptions. Poorer people have to
pay more of their income in sales
tax than wealthier people. •
Rep. Mark Treesh. R-Owensboro, raised a novel idea at the
task force meeting last week. Treesh
wondered what it would take to
increase the income tax rates
enough to raise the same amount
of money that would be lost if
the sales tax rate is cut.
Treesh was careful not to endorse
such an idea, but said it could
help in targeting taxes toward those
with more ability to pay.
Former House Appropriations
and Revenue Committee Joe Clarke
of Danville said tax reform meant:
"Don't tax you, don't tax me; tax
the guy behind the tree."
More recently, Senate President
David Williams said tax reform
to his Republican colleagues meant
tax cuts.
Ramsey acknowledged the political conundrum presented by tax
reform.
"A lot of people think good
tax system is an oxymoron," Ramsey said.

From Our Readers

Dear Editor:
Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) operates the Tennessee River
under an integrated power and river management system. Diverse
generating power source is the basis for a reliable and flexible
power supply network.
Precise and complex operations squeeze the most efficient use
out of every drop of water. TVA's technology produces nearly 50
Mark R. Chellgren has
percent more hydropower from the Tennessee River.
covered the Frankfort. Ky.
IVA can...ensure that the zeuerating system has enough. water, at
statehouse for The Associated
the right time, at the right temperature and at the right generating
Press since 1983.
plants. Control over water allocation allows all the separate generating facilities in a seven-state area to operate together as a unit.
Hydropower units at 29 of TVA's 49 dams aid greatly in keeping costs low while meeting peak demands for power. Navigation,
flood control, water quality wildlife protection and recreation are
benefits of TVA's unique method of managing river resources.
Pacific Northwest energy experts and Congressional representatives are debating a proposal to "regionalize" the public power generation and transmission assets in order to eliminate the inefficiency
created by the 17 separate entities that have jurisdiction over
Columbia/Snake River basin water allocations.
They want to eliminate the multiple jurisdictions and create a
regional, publicly owned and operated corporation much like TVA.
Some of Kentucky's leaders would like to dismantle TVA and
DeWine, R-Ohio.
stop TVA's integrated power and river management system. Under
Ana Maria Salazar. a former their proposals, the Tennessee River's regional benefits will disaptop Pentagon anti-drug official, pear, resulting in higher electric rates and less efficient use of our
said a long-term suspension "would
natural resources.
be sending a signal to the drug
Such an approach defies common sense. California's deregulatraffickers that there is nothing to
tion's problems won't happen in Kentucky if we keep TVA's relistop them from once again re-• able low-cost electric power supply.
establishing the air bridge between
Public power provides adequate, reliable, not-for-profit electricity
Peru and Colombia and Peru and
at a reasonable price with proper environmental protections. TVA
other countries."
provides these benefits as a byproduct of its integrated power and
But some drug policy analysts river management system. Ignoring the events in California and dissay that as long as Colombian
missing them as irrelevant . is a mistake.
traffickers can get enough coca from
Dismantling TVA is the wrong approach to protect the public
their country. there is little incen- good in Western Kentucky and the Tennessee Valley.
tive to import more from Peru.
Should you have questions or need additional information, please
U.S. officials estimate that less contact me at Princeton Electric Plant Board at (270) 365-2031 or
than 10 percent of Colombian
Tony Thompson at Murray Electric System at 753-6469.
cocaine is made from Peruvian coca.
Peru farmers cannot quickly step
John Humphries
up coca production while the surPresident
veillance flights are grounded. Coca
Kentucky Public Power Association
can take up to two years to grow.
"The Peruvian cocaleros (coca
growers) cannot just turn on the
We want to print your letters...
production and have cocaine back
but you must follow these
into the market next week. It doesguidelines.
n't work that way," said Gabriel
Marcella, who teaches strategy at
• Letters must be signed with the writer's name, address and telethe U.S. Army War College in
phone number.
Carlisle, Pa.
• Letters must be between 100-150 words. All letters are subject to
Whether coca production rises
editing.
in Peru may have to do with fac• Letters are not to be "thank you" or advertising-based in nature
tors beyond the suspension of surveillance flights.
• The Ledger & Times reserves the right to reject any letter.
Last year's $1.3 billion Colom• Emailed letters are acceptable, but require a confirmation phone
bian aid package seeks to sharply
call after transmission to ensure they have been received.
cut that country's coca production.
Letters may be submitted by fax at 270-753-1927, by email to murIf it succeeds, that could raise
rayledgercom
or by marl to 1(101 Whittle!! Ave., Murray, KY 42071. For
demand for coca in neighboring
countries, including Peru.
questions, call Eric Walker at 270-753-1916, ext. 27.

With surveillance flights grounded,
will trafficking in drugs rise?
WASHINGTON (AP) — It was
brutal, but effective. Peru's president ordered drug planes blown
out of the sky to stop the flights
of semiprocessed cocaine from his
country to Colombia in the early
1990s.
As a result. Peru's production
of coca, the raw material for
cocaine, has dropped steadily. But
following the fatal attack April 20
on an American missionary plane
in Peru. the policy is on hold.
Some worry the drug flights will
resume: drug policy analysts are
not so sure.
"I think a suspension of surveillance flights could occur for
quite a long period of time before
you would see a major shift of
cultivation back to Peru," said Rensselaer Lee, a consultant on international drug issues.
Drug production has changed
since the early 1990s, when Peru
was the world's leading producer
of coca. Then, traffickers flew the
coca into Colombia. where Colombian traffickers turned it into
cocaine and shipped most of it to
the United States.
In 1993, President Alberto Fujimori ordered the Peruvian military to stop the drug flights, shooting them down if necessary. Since
then. about 30 flights have been
downed, many identified as drug
planes by U.S. surveillance flights.
As flights from Peru grew too
risky, traffickers shifted coca pro-

duction into Colombia. Much of
the coca was grown in areas controlled by leftist guerrillas, who
offered protection in exchange for
money. The coca produced in
Colombia yielded more cocaine
than the Peruvian variety.
Demand for Peruvian coca leaf
fell and prices dropped. giving farmers more incentive to participate
in alternative crop programs. Peru
coca production. which reached
319.000 acres in 1992. fell to 84,500
acres by last year. according to
State Department figures.
U.S. officials largely credited
the shoot-downs for the drop. But
the United States has stopped surveillance missions and Peru has
stopped interdictions following the
shooting that killed American missionary Veronica "Roni" Bowers
and her 7-month-old daughter.
It is uncertain how long the
flights will remain suspended. A
U.S. delegation traveled to Lima,
the capital. and planned to meet
Monday with Peruvian officials to
explore what went wrong.
U.S. lawmakers also have begun
their own inquiries to see if procedures need to be changed. At
the same time, some have expressed
concern that while the anti-drug
flights are on hold, traffickers will
take advantage.
"If you backed away for too long.
drug dealers are very innovative.
very versatile and they respond
very quickly," said Sen. Mike
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Americans
like Prez
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Bush has a relatively strong
position in the polls after his first
100 days — a popularity pollsters
believe is built largely on his personal appeal and perceptions of
his honesty.
Analysts on both sides believe
his standing in the polls could be
moved significantly one direction
or the other by big events.
"When you've got this divided an electorate and it's this early,
it leaves you subject to a defining event either good or bad,
which can tend to set your perception," said Republican pollster
Bob Teeter, a partner in the NBCWall Street Journal poll.
"His strength with the public
continues to be the perception that
he is a nice guy and a person of
honor,- Democratic pollster Geoff
Garin said. "But he has not gained
much ground on the two subjects
where the voters had the biggest
concerns, presidential leadership
and caring more about average families than about wealthy corporate
interests."
Democrats have launched a television advertising campaign to
drive a wedge between Bush and
the public — using issues they think
will anger Americans.
One ad shows children talking
about arsenic in water and salmonella in meat — referring to
recent Bush administration decisions rolling back regulations on
the environment and health later
modified under intense criticism.
The other ad shows budget cuts
tearing away at popular public
programs.
"The American people would
be better served if the misguided
leadership of the Democratic Party
were to lower the destructive
rhetoric that drives people apart,"
said Ann.Wagner. co-chair of the
Republican National Committee.

Attention Washington!
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Joseph Miller
Joseph Miller, 75, Kenosha, Wis., father of Mrs. Bonnie Miller Murdock of Murray, died Saturday, April 28, 2001, at a hospital there.
He was an accountant. His wife, Dr. Jopie Bonnie Miller, died in 1995,
and one daughter, Ann Miller, also preceded him in death.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Bonnie Murdock and husband,
Larry, Murray; one son, Robert Miller and wife, Christina, Racine, Wis.;
five grandchildren, Jaimie, Jesse, Justin and Mollianne Murdock, all of
Murray, and Ryan Miller, Racine, Wis.
Visitation will be at a funeral home there on Tuesday evening. Cremation will follow.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the American Cancer Society.

Guy C. Luther

Guy C. Luther, 78, Old Heritage Lane, Murray, died Sunday. April 29,
2001, at 8:10 a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
A retired farmer, he was a veteran of World War II and of Church of
Christ faith.
He was the son of the late Thomas J. Luther and Ada Casey Luther. One
brother, Tommy Luther, also preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Emily Morris Luther; one daughter,
Mrs. Cathy Duncan and husband, Donald E.. one son, Moths Luther and
wife, Brenda, and three grandchildren, Erica Hulse, Leeanne Luther and
Ellyn Luther, all of Murray.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Willie B.(Bill) Wrather

Willie B. (Bill) Wrather, 97, Fern Terrace Lodge, Murray, died Saturday. April 28, 2001, at 9:30 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A retired farmer, he was a member of South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church.
His wife, Mrs. Clyde Miles Wrather, to whom he had been married for
62 years. died in 1988. Also preceding him in death were three sisters, Mavis McCamish. Justine Story and Mildred Roberts, and three brothers,
Marvin 0. Wrather, Steve Wrather and Yandal Wrather. Born Nov. 8,
1903. in Calloway County, he was the son of the late J.0. Wrather and Altie Clark Wrather.
Survivors include a sister-in-law, Mrs. Barletta Wrather, Savannah, Ga.;
brother-in-law, James T. Roberts, Clinton; several nieces and nephews including locally, Clarkie Butterworth, Anne Hoke, Hilda Jo Rogers, Martha
Burtonshaw and Steve Story, all of Murray.
The funeral will be today at 1 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Jack Dickerson will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Harvey Ellis, Jackie Butterworth, Steve Story,
Tommy Roberts, Tommy Pierce and Jim Story. Burial will follow in South
Pleasant Grove Cemetery.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
James Lamberson, 80, Tina Drive, Murray, died today, Monday, April
30, 2001, at 3:20 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
An Army veteran of World War II, he was a member of Friendship
Church of Christ. For his armed service, he received the European, African
and Middle Eastern Ribbon with three bronze service stars, Good Conduct
Medal, Purple Heart Medal and World War II Victory Medal.
Preceding him in death were his first wife, Mrs. Eva Bates Lamberson,
in 1976, one son, J.B. Lamberson, two sisters and three brothers. Born
March 29, 1921, in DeKalb County, Tenn., he was the son of the late Sidney Lamberson and Ella Frazier Lamberson.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Dorothy P. Lamberson, to whom he
was married Feb. 12, 1977; two sons, Gerald Lamberson and wife, Cheryl,
Knoxville, Tenn., and Larry Lamberson, Nashville, Tenn.; two stepsons,
James Simpson and wife, Velma, Murray, and Harold Simpson and wife,
Donna. Nashville; three stepdaughters, Mrs. Joyce Noel and husband, Thomas, Kirksey, Mrs. Cindy Bodkin and husband, Jimmie, Elkins, W.Va.,
and Mrs. Connie Taylor and husband, Jerry, White Bluff, Tenn.; two sisters, Mrs. Charles Pulley, Detroit, Mich., and Mrs. Willie Burton, Nashville; 19 grandchildren; six great-grandchildren.
Funeral arrangements are incomplete, but visitation will be at BlalockColeman & York Funeral Home from 6 to 8 p.m. Tuesday.

James Still, author of
'River of Earth,' dies
HINDMAN, Ky.(AP)- James
Still, who drew on decades of everyday experiences in Knott County
for his award-winning poems, stories and novels, died Saturday at
age 94.
Still was born in Lafayette. Ala.
on July 16, 1906, but spent much of
his life living in a two-story log
house on the Dead Mare Branch of
Little Carr Creek. His works include "River of Earth," a chronicle
of a poor, coal-mining family considered an American classic.
Still moved to Kentucky in the
1930s and served for six years as
the librarian of the Hindman Settlement School near Troublesome
Creek in Knott County.
His first poem appeared in the
Virginia Quarterly Review in 1935
and his first short story in Atlantic
Monthly a year later.
In 1939, Still moved into the log

cabin that would be his home for
the next 50 years. He finished
"River of Earth" in 1940 and "On
Troublesome Creek," a collection of
short stories in 1941. Time Magazine lauded "River of Earth" as "a
work of art."
Still served briefly in north Africa in World War II. When he returned, Still wrote, "I came back
disoriented. For months I sat in the
door of my log house and could not
arouse interest in things I had done
before."
He died at 12:30 p.m. EDT Saturday at Hazard Appalachian Regional Medical Center.
Visitation will be at 6 p.m. EDT
Sunday and Monday. Funeral services are scheduled for Tuesday at
12:30 p.m. EDT at Hindman Funeral Services.
Still will be buried at the Hindman Settlement School.

-S
Novis Pate

Steven Lawrence Swa er

Novis Pate, 84, South 13th Street, Murray, died Saturday, April 28,
2001, at II p.m. at his home.
A veteran of World War II, he was retired from the former Murray Division of the Tappan Company.
His wife, Mrs. lzetta Knight Pate, died June 27, 1992. Born Aug. 29,
1916, in Calloway County, he was the son of the late Noel Pate and Poppie
Denham Pate.
Survivors include one sister, Mrs. Gela Pate Valentine, Murray; dire,:
nephews, Buddy Valentine, Almo, and James Alan Valentine and Bobby
Hopper, both of Murray.
Graveside services will be Tuesday at II a.m. at Murray Memorial Gardens. The Rev. Glynn On will officiate.
Visitation will be at Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral home after 9
a.m. Tuesday.

Steven Lawrence Swager, 47, Antioch, Tenn\. died turday. April 28,
2001, at 4:30 a.m. at Southern Hills Medical Cent Nfiville, Tenn.
He was of Baptist faith. His father, Robert L. Swager, preceded him in
death.
Survivors include two daughters, Ms. Alexa Swager, Nashville, Tenn.,
and Mrs. Amelia Brown, Frankfort; his mother, Mrs. Virginia Swager,
Kirksey; two sisters, Mrs. Diana Hutching, Richmond, Va., and Mrs.
Karen Shupe, Farmington; his grandmother, Mrs. Amelia Swager, Malvern, Pa.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Gilbert Funeral
Home, Marion, Ky. The Rev. Robert Phillips will officiate. Burial will follow in Mapleview Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 11 a.m. Tuesday.

Mrs. Rachel L. Byers
Mrs. Rachel L. Byers, 81, Granite City, Ill., mother of Mrs. Betty Baldwin of New Concord, died Tuesday. April 24, 2001, at Christian North
East Hospital.
Preceding her in death were her first husband, Frank Seals, her second
husband, George Davidson, and her third husband, Theodore Byers. Born
March 5, 1920, in Kansas City, Kan., she was the daughter of the late William W. Martin Sr. and Anna Tautwin Martin.
Mrs. Byers worshipped at Granite City Foursquare Church and was a
member of Granite City Senior Citizens.
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Judy Hankins, Decatur, III.,
Mrs. Dorothy Vanderbol, Webb City, Mo., and Mrs. Betty Baldwin, New
Concord; six sons, George Davidson and Ronnie Davidson, Granite City,
III., Joe Davidson, Mt. Sterling, James Davidson, Omaha, Neb., Jerry
Davidson, Fort Hood, Texas, and Chester Seals, South County, Mo.; three
brothers, Charles Martin, Florida, Arthur Martin, Springfield, Ill., and William W. Martin Jr., Kansas City, Kan.; 22 grandchildren; 18 great-grandchildren.
The funeral was Thursday at 7 p.m. in the chapel of Werner-Mick Funeral Home, Granite City, Ill. The Rev. Eddie Linhart officiated. Burial
rites were Friday at 11 a.m. at Lakeview Memorial Gardens there.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to American Cancer Society or
the Diabetes Foundation.

Lawmaker proposes bill to
permit vigilante assaults
MADISON, Wis. (AP) - A
Wisconsin lawmaker has proposed
a bill that would allow relatives of
domestic abuse victims to beat up
their attackers.
The bill, sponsored by stz,te Rep.
Marlin Schneider, would prevent
someone from being convicted of
simple battery if he or she beats up
someone abusing a close relative.
"The only thing some thugs understand is force," said the Wisconsin Democrat. "I know it's a radical
idea. It's kind of like the Old West."
Mary Lauby, executive director
of the Wisconsin Coalition Against
Domestic Violence, said the legisla-

tion could increase cases of domestic violence instead of preventing
them.
"It's going contrary to everything that we're trying to do," she
said. "Generalized violence in this
society only helps to promote domestic violence."
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Current Rate*
6.40%
5.55%

10 Years
5 Years
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Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 9 AM
Company

119

Price

Chg

Dow Jones Ind. Avg. 10882.73 + 72.68
43.00 - 0.45
Air Products
AOC Time Warner 51.30 + 1.31
22.68 + 0.03
AT&T
42.70 - 0.25
Bell South
42.16 - 0.26
Briggs & Stratton
Bristol Myers Squibb 57.60 - 0.15
50.90 + 0.59
Caterpillar
50.18 + 0.90
Daimler Chrysler
37.75 + 0.01
Dean Foods
89.55 + 0.49
Exxon-Mobil
Ford Motor(New) 29.77 + 0.46
49.99 + 0.04
General Electric
54.96 - 0.09
General Motors
GlaxoSmithKline ADR ....53.91 + 0.31
40.45 + 0.24
Goodrich
25.12 - 0.03
Goodyear
HopFed Bank* 12.13 B 12.48
116.75 + 0.55
IBM
46.89 + 0.15
Ingersoll Rand
30.95 + 0.77
Intel
22.43 + 0.12
Kroger
11.02 + 0.22
Lucent Tech
16.28 - 0.17
Mattel
27.34 + 0.23
McDonalds
M6.35+ 0.70
68.44 + 1.32
Microsoft
cksoft
eicrro
20.86 + 0.20
J.C. Penney
43.45 + 0.33
Pfizer, Inc.
96.80 + 0.541
Quaker Oats
39.00 + 0.20
Schering-Plough
37.10 - 0.541
Sears
73.06 - 11.34
Texaco
38.70 + 0.08
Union Planters
21.56 + 0.08
US Bancorp
30.28 + 0.08
UST
52.82 - 0.01
Wal-Mart
18.85 + 0.14
Worldcom Inc.
*Haltard Lyons ,s a market maker ,n
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Murray-Calloway County Area Technology Center of Kentucky TECH will offer two special classes.
Beginning Computers class will held on Tuesdays from 6 to
8:30 p.m. beginning May 8 and continuing for five weeks. This
class is designed for people who have little or no knowledge of
computers.
Microsoft Word/Excel class will be held on Thursdays from
6 to 9 p.m. beginning May 10 and continuing for five weeks.
Microsoft Word is a popular word processing program used by
many schools and offices. Excel is a spreadsheet program used
for financial data.
The price for each class will be $60 which includes a study
guide. to register or for more information call 7530-1870.

Faxon-Almo event Wednesday
THETA SPEAKER...Rob Stanfa, left, was guest speaker at
the April meeting of the Theta Department of the Murray
Woman's Club. At right is Sylvia Puckett, department chairman

Stanfa presents program
at the Theta Department
Lisa Cardwell and Darren McCuiston

Cardwell and McCuiston
wedding to be May 19
Eldon Ra) Cardwell and Gail L. Cardwell of Elkton announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Lisa Renee
Cardwell, to Darren Madison McCuiston, son of Keys McCuiston and
Janice McCuiston of Murray.
Miss Cardwell is the granddaughter of Guilford Landes and the
late Marjorie Landes of Alexandria. Va.. and of Essic Cardwell and
the late Nina Cardwell of Elkton.
Mr. McCuiston is the grandson of the late Joseph Phillips and
Grandmom Brown of Columbia. Ky., and the late Ranon McCuiston
of Murray.
The bride-elect is a 2000 graduate of Murray State University. She
is employed by CVS Pharmacy.
The groom-elect is a 1989 graduate of Calloway County High
School.; He is employed by Lassiter Plaster.
The wedding Vows will be solemnized on Saturday:May,
19, 2001,
at 4 p.m. at the couple's home in Lynn Grove.
Al! relatives and friends are invited to attend.

7 CELLTOUCH,inc.
6 Dixieland Shopping Center
7
(Behind tworarciow• on Chw•trrut St )
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Verllielwireless
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Motorola V2260
Digital Phone
$19.95
FREE Swivel Clip
FREE Colored Covers 12)

LIMITED TIME ONLY!

Ave.

$19 95
We service what we sell!

1100 minutes

Available on new one year service agreement Sublect to credlt check and approval Fee wiii
be charged for early terminatton of contract Other restrictions may apply Eaptres 4/30,01

You're the Greatest
Lel

jfeaven1T 'Baskets

Design a custom gourmet gift basket
or balloon bouquet for the greatest
Administrative Professional — Yours!

"Springtime Blossoms" was the
theme of the program presented
by Rob Stanfa of Rolling Hills
Nutsery at the meeting of the
Theta Department of the Murray
Woman's Club held April 16 at
the club house.
Stanfa discussed ways to keep
plants from dying, a new compost soil and other special ways
for flowers and landscaping. A question and answer period followed
with a special interest as to dogwood trees. He also had pansies
and pamphlets to give to the group.
The speaker invited the group
to attend his "Spring Flora" open
house on April 28, Stanfa is a
graduate of Murray State University and has done graduate work
at Clemson University, Clemson,
S.C.
Kathie Pierce, executive director of the Murray-Calloway County Hospital Community Healthcare
Foundation, was present and invited the group to attend the special
program to be May 10 at 7 p.m.

at the Wellness Center. Missy Jenkins, a student at Murray State University will be the featured speaker. She will speak about her experiences of rehabilitation and care
since she was injured in the shooting at Heath High School.
Puckett, chairman,
Sylvia
opened the meeting with a reading, "Thankful For Morning and
Afternoon.- Reports were given
by Sue Miller, secretary, Peggy
Myers, treasurer, and Oneida Boyd,
financial chairman.
Elected as officers for 2001-2002
club year were Jo Farley. chairman; Teresa Butler, vice chairman;
Mary Lawson, secretary; Peggy
Myers, treasurer.
Two guests were Joan Adams
and Susan Johnson. Hostesses for
the social hour were Maxine Scott.
Wilma Beatty and Evelyn D. Jones.
The next meeting will be a
brunch at Dumplin's at 10 a.m.
May 26 with Jeanetta Bennett.
Bess Kerlick and Geneva Brownfield as hostesses.

Kenlake ladies play
golf on Wednesday
Ladies of the Kenlake Ladies
Other members participating in
Golf League attended their month- the day's events were Norma
ly breakfast meeting at the Ken- Stephenson, Betty Judah, Ina Horlake State Park lodge dining room ton, Marion Adkins. Edith LaMon April 25.
ond, Helen Hubbs, Mary MadaThey later played nine holes of jczyk, Hazel Hill. Betty Cardwell,
golf on the Hamrick Memorial Bobbie Manning, Daisy Durham
Golf Course with the blind hole and Susan Thetford.
game (taking off on #3 and #9)
Play will be held on Wednesending in a tie between Freda Elkins day morning.
and Dotty Elliott with a score of
This league has two openings.
32 each.
If interested in joining this group
Louise Parker won the "Chip call Dotty Elliott at 1-270-354In Pot" when she chipped in on 6977 or Hazel Hill at 1-270-354number six.
6535.

Faxon-Almo Fellowship Breakfast will be Wednesday at 8 a.m.
at Green Horse Restaurant. Persons are asked to bring plants for
exchange. This is for any person and his or her spouse who ever
attended Faxon or Almo schools. For information call Frank Brandon at 753-8394.

Public meeting Wednesday
A public meeting concerning the use of local law enforcement
block grant funds to purchase equipment for the Murray State University Police Bike Patrol will be Wednesday at 4:30 p.m. at MSU
Curris Center. The public is urged to attend.

Ladies plan golf at Oaks
Ladies of the Oaks Country Club will begin season golf play on
Wednesday at 9:30 a.m. at the club. Pairings will be made at the
tee. Those interested may come for Bridge.

MMS Council to meet today
Murray Middle School Site-based Decision Making Council will
have a special called meeting today (Monday) at 3:30 p.m. in room
109.

Singles (SOS) meeting Tuesday
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday at 7
p.m. at Calloway Inn. This will be dues night. For information call
Barbara at 436-5032, Jackie at 1-270-247-7754. Wendell at 7590625 or Sandra at 1-270-382-2995.

Temple Hill Lodge will meet
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 Free and Accepted Masons is scheduled to meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the lodge hall on Highway 464,
east of Almo.

Band boosters will meet
Calloway County Band Boosters will meet Tuesday at 5:30 p.m.
in the band room at Calloway County High School.

Need Line tournament Friday
The annual Need Line Golf Tournament will be Friday at the
Murray Country Club. This is a four-person scramble with tee off
at 1 p.m. Fees for each player will be $50. Sponsorship of the
tournament is also available at $50 which will include a t-hole sign
giving the sponsor's name. For information call the Rev. David
Montgomery, chairman for the tournament at 753-6460 or Kathie
Gentry, executive director of Need Line, at 753-6333.

4-H Livestock Team to organize
The 4-H Livestock Judging team will meet for organization today
(Monday) from 3:30 to 5 p.m. at West Kentucky Expo Center. All
interested youth are welcome to attend and prior knowledge of
meat animals such as beef cattle, sheep and hogs is not required.
Two levels of competition will be junior members, 9 to 13, and
senior members, 14 to 19. For information call the County Extension Office at 753-1452.

Blood River WMU will meet
The WMU of Blood River Baptist Association will have its quarterly tonight (Monday) at 7 p.m. at Union Ridge Baptist Church.
Jean Morgan, former international missionary, will be the guest
speaker. Special music will be by Rhonda Roberts of Murray.

Circus tickets available

Not_ DWI ANI It, INI I tit fot It.

615-A Southside Shopping Center

759-2333

HERBALIFE INDEPENDENT DISTRIBUTOR
JERRY W. AND MICHELLE JONES
740 HWY. 140 W • PURYEAR.TN 38251

I SAVE 25% on All Silver Replating
During May Only!

Murray Lions Club will sponsor the Kelly Miller Circus at the Murray
State University Stewart Stadium parking lot on Wednesday. Shows will
start at 4:30 and 7:30 p.m. Raising of the tent will be at 9 a.m. Advance
tickets at a reduced price from the day of the show may be purchased at
Wal-Mart on Tuesday. The Lions Club will receive credit for the tickets
if purchased in advance. Proceeds will go to Habitat for Humanity.

731-247-3337
\atural, Doctor Recommended, Mono: Back Guarantee
For Products www.health-e-me.net
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Business Opportunity wwu.moneNmakerdot.com
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Eastwood accepting applications
Eastwood Christian Academy, located one mile east of Murray
on Highway 94, is now accepting applications for enrollment in
grades four and five-year-old kindergarten through 12th grade for
the 2001-2002 school year. Students who register by April 30 will
receive a $25 discount for the oldest child in the family. For an
appointment call 753-7744.

Kids Company taking registration

Play every Tuesday Evening
6:30pm Speedball 7pm Regular
We Have PULLTABS

Well Make Your Old Silver Beautiful Again!
Take advantage of these sale prices and have your old, damaged silverware, antiques
and family heirlooms restored. Bring your silver in for a FREE. estimate
Full 25-Year Warranty On All Silver Replating
FREE Dent Removal and Straightening on most items we silverplate. And only $34.95
or all soldering repairs on any piece we silverplate: including soldering broken handles. legs. knobs, etc
SALE ENDS MAY 31!

J.T. LEE Jeweler
Dixieland Center • Chestnut Street • Murray
(270) 759-1141
Hours: 1046 Monday-Friday
..s4

Bring Your Silver in TODAY'

•••

Progressive Payouts!
Up to WOO per game depending on I of players'

Everyone Welcome ,18 yrs
VOWS Of COWNIIIK 11011

N107(MAIM S7P111)

I

RAMC 116.0f7

Nightl:w1
SPEE HALL
ga nes at 50S of the pot 2 at 75% and 2 at 90%

Cards starting
K of C Hall, Squire Hale Road
at $10.00
A Non-profit Charitable Organization
4/41
war

or older

Plays 12 I
Games

Featuring nqhWY WWWWWWW 011 81 par card or S2 Itx !Mee Special carry over 7 + + + 'Regular games notAelrestimenta anty MI ME popcorn wviod Konlucky Cheitable Gaming license *MO000514

Summer registration for Murray Middle School and Murray Elementary School Kids' Companies will start April 30 and continue
through May 18. Registration in the cafeterias at the schools will
be from 2 to 6 p.m. at Murray Elementary and from 3 to 6 p.m.
at Murray Middle. For more information contact Alisa Dillard at
753-5972, ext 172, or Peggy Chrisman at 753-5022, ext. 206.
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ve Cutting Edge
Hair & Tanning Spa

Full Service Family Salon
$200
OFF Haircut w/coupon
Must preeent Lnupon at ttme ot service • Coupon expires May lit, 2001

.759-EDGE (3343)

Behind Cracker Barren
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the
DONATION...Candace Dowdy, right, presents a check for $50 from the Woodmen of
right,
World Lodge 728, to her daughter, Candice Dowdy, second left, and Brandi Hale,
Karen
seniors at Murray High School, for Project Graduation 2001. Pictured, second left, is
Darnell, project coordinator.

Hospice training sessions planned
Murray-Calloway County Hospital's Hospice program provides
support and care to meet the special needs of persons with limited life expectancies in Calloway
County and their families.
All of the care is medically
directed and involves a wide range
of healthcare professionals.
Hospice volunteers are,n important part of the hospice team. They

help meet the needs of terminally ill patients and their families
in many ways such as sitting with
the patient, running errands or simply being a good listener.
If you would like to be involved
in the MCCH Hospice program,
please attend both of the upcoming training sessions on Wednesday, May 2 and 9, from 8 a.m.

to 4 p.m. in the third floor education unit of the hospital.

YOU ASKED FOR IT - YOU GOT IT!

Along with Hospice Coordinator Jimmie Joyce, speakers include
various hospital professionals, current hospice volunteers and families previously touched by hospice
care.
To register for the sessions, call
Joyce at 762-1389.

We now have additional massage appointments available,
and we've added a second aroma steam room.
Seoft

Lowry, Cyndi Cohoon and Marilyn Adkins;
Tee 7 - Ann Brown, Carolyn
Sanning. Rainey Apperson and
Norma Frank;
Tee 9 - Rebecca Landolt, Edith
Garrison and Barbara Gray;
Tee 1B - Mary Ryan, LaVenie
Ryan and Beverly Reuter;
Tee IC - Beth Belote, Louise
Lamb and Ann Stanley.

Anyone not listed in the lineup who wishes to play may come
and be paired at the tee or call
B.J. Purdom at 436-2133.
Winners of the golf scramble
played on April 25 were as follows:
First place - B.J. Purdom, Rainey
Apperson. Carolyn Sanning and
Beth Belote;
Second place - Jen Crouse, Inus
Orr, Toni Hopson and Edith Garrison;
Third place - Diane Villanova,
Ann Brown, Barbara Gray and
Ann Stanley.

euer team.

Book your appointment for our latest massage service,
"Twice As Nice." Enjoy the harmony of two therapies
utilizing massage and reflexology to create a treatment
you will not soon forget!

Murray ladies plan golf play Wednesday
, Ladies of the Murray Country
Club will play golf on WednesOay at 9:30 a.m. at the club.
The line-up is as follows:
Tee I - B.J. Purdom, Jerlene
Sullivan, Diane Villanova and
Frances Hulse;
Tee 3 - Linda Burgess, Jennifer Crouse, lnus On and Venela
Ward;
Tee 5 - Betty Stewart, Betty

eued (4teet tite pecut otemikerd

Try our entire line of AV EDA products.
• Massage Therapy • Facials • Aromatherapy • Sugaring
• Manicures/Pedicures • Hot Stone Massage

1311 Johnson Blvd.• Murray, KY 42071
(270) 767-0760

Convenience
GARDEN MEETING.. Garden Department of the Murray
Woman's Club met April 5 at the home of Jan Ochoa, right.
Other hostesses were Joanne Honefanger. left, and, not
pictured, Eva Morris and Jean Ray. Paula Crouse presented the program on "Developing A Rose Garden." The group
will meet Thursday at 9:30 a.m. at the club house to go
to Paris, Tenn., for a garden tour and lunch at Paulett's.

It's never convenient to be sick
But when you — or especially
your little ones — are sick, the
last thing you need is a hassle
getting into the doctor's office.
Primary Care Medical Center provides medical care when it's convenient for you — including
evenings and weekends.
If your daughter develops a fever
after dinner, or if your son injures
himself at a Saturday morning
baseball game, Primary Care
Medical Center is ready to help.
And you don't have to make an
appointment, or an expensive
visit to the emergency room!
Medical care has never been
more convenient, thanks to
Primary Care Medical Center.

Open Nights &
Weekends
Monday-Friday
Saturday
Sunday
ALPHA MEETING.. Alice Koenecke, Delores Wells and Claire
Resig were among the judges for the literary contests at
a meeting of the Alpha Department of the Murray Woman's
Club.

8 am - 8 pm
8 am - 6 pm
1 pm - 6 pm
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Baust, Tigers
down St. Mary

Lakers split
with Graves,
Livingston
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The Calloway County Lakers
split a pair of games Saturday at
Murray State's Reagan Field, falling
to Graves County 7-2 in the first
game and rallying to blast Livingston Central 10-2 in the nightcap.
In Game I. Calloway (9-4-1)
and Graves were deadlocked in a
2-2 tie until the Eagles broke the
extra-inning game 'open with five
runs in the top of the 10th inning.
All five of the Eagles' runs
were unearned as the Lakers committed four of their nine errors in
the inning. Two runs scored on a
sacrifice bunt and an error, and
another CCHS miscue set up the
final runs — a two-run single by
Mitchell Ivy producing the final
score.
"Anytime you make nine errors
in a game. it's going to be tough
to win," said Calloway head coach
Steve Smith.
The Lakers put single runs on
the board in the first and fifth
innings. Aaron Cowan and Chase
Wallace followed a Tony Ryan
double with back-to-back singles
to plate the first-inning run.
Wallace then pushed home the

second run in the fifth with a
triple to score Charles Scott, who
reached base on a leadoff single.
Senior Rodney Emerson took
the loss in relief. Tony Ryan was
the Lakers' starting pitcher, allowing eight hits, striking out three
and walking one in nine innings
of work.
Wallace led the Calloway offense
with a 3-for-4 performance at the
plate. Ryan was 2-for-5 in the losing effort.
CCHS rebounded in the second game of the afternoon, getting all the scoring it would need
with a pair of runs in the bottom
of the first inning.
The Lakers would go on to
score three runs in the second
inning, two in the fourth and three
more in the fifth to complete the
nine-run victory.
Wallace again led the Calloway offense, going 3-for-4 at
the plate with four RBIs. Ryan
had three RBIs off two doubles
and Josh Owen went 2-for-4 with
a double. Mark Chamberlain was
2-for-3, collecting a pair of singles in the Lakers' 12-hit attack.
Meanwhile, Dean Futrell took
care of the mound work, allowing just one run on two hits, strik-

. *.',110:1%641:1!
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MIKE OHSTROM/Ledger & Tries photo

FIRE ONE...Calloway senior pitcher Tony Ryan follows through
on a pitch in Saturday's first game at Reagan Field. The
Lakers fell to Graves County 7-2 in 10 innings but rebounded to defeat Livingston County 10-2 in the nightcap.
ing out four and v.'alking none in
the full seven innings of work.
The Lakers are scheduled to

face district rival Marshall County today in a 4:30 p.m. matchup
at the CCHS field.

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
While the Murray High offense
pumped up the volume with five
doubles, Ed Baust silently improved
to 5-0 on the mound this season
as the Tigers upended St. Mary
9-5 Saturday at Ty Holland Field.
Baust allowed four runs on eight
hits in 6 1-3 innings for MHS
(15-2), striking out seven and walking two before yielding to relief
pitcher Justin Maynard.
Meanwhile, the Murray bats
answered each surge from the
Vikings (5-7) and then some.
"(Baust) did a good job of scattering their hits, and we hit the
ball throughout the lineup," said
Tiger head coach Cary Miller.
"Nobody had more than one hit,
but we came up with some timely hits and we had five doubles,
so I was very pleased with our
performance."
After the visitors went ahead
1-0 with three first-inning singles.
MHS plated three runs in the bottom half of the frame.
After Austin Swain led off by
reaching base on one of St. Mary's
three errors, Kyle Erwin and Mario
Lawrence produced back-to-back
RBI doubles. A second error off
the bat of Ryan Cobb and a sacrifice fly from Matt Kelleher
brought in Lawrence.
Chris Reck's third-inning triple
followed Matt Durbin's leadoff sin-

gle as the Vikings closed to within 3-2, but the Tigers would respond
by matching their first-inning output in the bottom of the third.
Cobb opened the rally with a
single before coming home on
Baust's double. Todd Broker was
then hit by a Durbin, setting up
Josh Garland's RBI double that
scored courtesy runner Cody
Latimer.
A walk to Maynard and a wild
pitch set up Swain's sacrifice fly
that tallied Broker.
St. Mary trailed 6-3 when singles from Patrick Reck and Eric
Orth combined with a Murray error
to plate Reck. But Cobb drew a
walk, stole second base and scored
on Kelleher's double as the Tigers
finished the fourth ahead 7-3.
An error and a passed ball moved
Garland to second to start MHS'
two-run fifth. Dylan Volp followed
with an RBI single, and after
Swain reached on a fielder's choice.
walks to Erwin, Lawrence and
Kelleher produced Kelleher's third
RBI of the day and a 9-3 lead.
Chris Reck singled with one
out in the seventh to chase Baust
in favor of Maynard, who walked
the next batter and allowed an
RBI double to Shawn Roof and
an RBI single to Reed Cochran
before closing the door.
The Tigers return to the diamond today when they face Graves
County at 4:30 p.m. in Mayfield

Lakers eliminate Portland
•Shag scores 25,
L.A. sweeps Blazers
in first round 99-86
PORTLAND. Ore. (AP) — The Los
Angeles Lakers have a few days to rest
up and heal some injuries. The Portland
Trail Blazers have a long spring and summer to reflect on what went so wrong.
The Lakers advanced to the second
round of the playoffs with stunning ease
Sunday. defeating the Trail Blazers 99-86
to earn a 3-0 sweep of their once-powerful rivals.
—If we keep playing like this, it's going
to be very hard to beat us," said Shaquille
O'Neal, who led the Lakers with 25 points
and 15 rebounds. "We know what it takes
to win a championship. because of the
phenomenal season we had last year."
Los Angeles, which has won 11 straight
games, awaits the winner between Sacramento and Phoenix.
"These days off will help us recuperate," said Kobe Bryant. who had 22 points
and a playoff career-high nine assists but
tweaked his sore left side during a fourthquarter fall.
Los Angeles also is hoping to get Ron
Harper — "01' Man Harper," as Bryant
called him — back from a left knee injury.

In other NBA playoff games Sunday. season with a knee injury.
"I felt like we had too many chalit was New York 97, Toronto 89. and
Sacramento 104, Phoenix 96. The Knicks lenges, too many obstacles to overcome,"
and Kings lead their first-round series 2- Pippen said.
Dunleavy. the 1999 coach of the year,
I.
San Antonio, leading 2-1 in its best- likely will be the scapegoat for the team's
of-five series, will attempt to eliminate spectacular failure, but he said he expects
Minnesota on Monday night in Min- to return.
"I'm under contract next year and I
neapolis.
While the Lakers are looking more and fully expect to be back," he said, but
more like the favorite to win their sec- added: "It's not my decision where I am
ond straight title, the Blazers on Sunday or I'm not."
Damon Stoudamire and Steve Smith
completed their puzzling collapse that
began in early March, when they lost five each scored 25 points to lead the Blazstraight games and finished the regular ers, and Rasheed Wallace had 13 rebounds
but was a major disappointment on offense,
season 8-14.
The team with the highest payroll in missing 15 of 19 shots and scoring nine
NBA history — $89.7 million — faces points.
Portland had taken the Lakers to a
an offseason of uncertainty. Coach Mike
Dunleavy could be fired, some players Game 7 last year, and the teams split
could be traded, and even general man- their four games this season, but Los
Angeles dominated the Blazers in the playager Bob Whitsitt's job isn't safe.
"This is the worst — the worst thing offs, outscoring them by 44 points and
I have ever had to deal with throughout outrebounding them by 33.
"This series showed how far we've
my career," Scottie Pippen said. "It just
wasn't a fun season for us. The outcome come, how much we've matured," Bryant
of it was just a testament to what we said
had been dealing with all season."
DISHING IT OUT...Kobe Bryant had
Petty jealousies and internal tension
22 points and a playoff career-high
ruined Pippen's chances for a seventh title,
assists as the Lakers closed
and things got worse late in the season nine
three-game sweep of Porta
out
when Shawn Kemp checked into drug
rehab and Bonzi Wells was lost for the land in their opening-round series.

Lady Racers finish second at OVC, track hosts meet
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
CLARKSVILLE. Tenn. — Tennessee Tech shot the lowest round
of the tournament on Sunday to
hold of a second-round challenge
by Murray State and win the 2001
Ohio Valley Conference Women's

Golf Championship.
MSU trailed Tech by just three
strokes heading into Sunday's final
round at Swan Lake Golf Club,
but shot a 319 — its highest of
the tournament — while the Golden Eagle golfers came home with
a 308.

Tech finished the tournament at
932 while Murray was second at
948. Host Austin Peay finished
third at 951. Eastern Kentucky was
fourth at 968 and Eastern Illinois
was fifth at 971.
MSU's Cuyler Hedley wrapped
up an outstanding tournament, finishing second to Austin Peay's
Amanda Phillips. Hedley, a freshman, shot a 77 in the final round
to finish the tournament with a
12-over-par 225(74-74-77). Phillips
shot a 78 on the final day. but

her total of 222 made her the
wire-to-wire winner.
Murray State's Tina Marshall and
Stephanie Baskey turned in the Lady
Racers' only other top-10 finishes, each tying for 10th place. Marshall, a senior, wrapped up her
career by shooting a 241 (82-7881). Baskey, a sophomore, finished
her season, tying for 10th with
rounds of 79. 83 and 79.
Junior Megan Rees finished in
13th place with a score of 243
(81-80-82). Kelly Wren. a sopho-

Nobody Can Protect Your

AUTO

more, shot a 249 (80-84-85) to
finish in 20th place.
Hedley was one of six golfers
named to the OVC All-Tournament Team. Rees earned All-OVC
honors for her overall play this
season.
Track & Field
The MSU men's and women's
track squads earned first-place honors in four events while hosting
the MSU Twighlight Invitational
at Marshall Gage Track/Roy Stewart Stadium.
The men's team was led by
senior Jerry Babbage, who ran the
110-meter high hurdles in 14.80
seconds for first place. Freshman
Jeremy Burkeen brought home first
in the 5,000-meter run with a time
of 15 minutes, 36.86 seconds, and

the men's 400-meter relay team
garnered first place with a time
of 42.44.
Junior Emily Herndon won the
3,000-meter steeplechase with a
time of 11:46.56 for the wornctl'\
team.
The MSU Twilight was an
unscored meet and included men's
and women's teams from Arkansas
State, Austin Peay State, Memphis, Middle Tennessee State,
Southwest Missouri State, Tennessee-Martin and Tennessee State.
The MSU men and women will
host the Ohio Valley Conference
Outdoor Track and Field Championships Saturday and Sunday at
Stewart Stadium. Information
regarding the event can be found
at www.goracers.com.

any better than we can!
Look to us for quality Auto Insurance Coverage, low rates,
attractive discounts and fast, fair claims service.
Call us today!
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HOT SHOTS...The Lady Lazers took runner-up honors in the girls' U-10 division of the
2001 Murray-Calloway County Soccer Association's Jackson Purchase Invitational April
21-22 at Hamilton Field in Mayfield. Team members are (front row, from left) Katie McAlister, Lexie Loudermilk, Bethany Harlan, Erin Jones, Courtney Elder, Allana Mikulcik,
(back row) Wynne Dawson, Hayley Wright, Sydney Smith, Ali Adams, Lauren Leavell
and Kristen Mikulcik. The team is coached by Ladonna Smith, Rose Elder and Deanna Wright. Not pictured is lesha Hornbuckle.

Tigers win Trigg meet
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
CADIZ, Ky. - Paced by Bobby Smith's performance as the meet's outstanding male athlete, the
Murray High boys' track and field team won Friday's Radford/Wallace Wildcat Invitational.
The Tigers collected 123 points to Christian County's Ill, while Calloway County came in fifth in
the eight-team meet with 67 points. Host Trigg
County was third with 101.5 points, followed by
Caldwell County with 79.
Trigg captured the girls' title with 150 points.
while Murray was fourth with 67 points and Calloway placed sixth with 40.
Smith swept three events for MHS - the 100meter dash in 10.84 seconds, the 200 in 22.27 and
the triple jump with a leap of 44 feet. 4 inches.
Teammate Tom Masthay claimed top prize in a
pair of races, setting a school-record time of 14.92
in the 110-meter hurdles before taking the 300 hurdles in 40.7.
Richard Fogle won the shot put with a throw of
40-11 and seized third in the discus with a mark
of 103-10. Hugo Hernandez was second in the discus with a heave of 106-5.
Marteze Hammonds finished second to Masthay
in the 110 hurdles in 15.55, while the Tigers' 400and 800-meter relay teams were second with times

of 45.50 and 1:36.30, respectively.
Anthony Cogdell was Murray's final top-three
performer, taking third in the high jump at 5-4.
Meanwhile, Calloway was buoyed by distance
runner Sean Covington, who placed second in the
1,600 and 3,200 meter runs. Covington clocked in
at 4:54 in the 1,600 and 10:34 in the 3,200.
The Lakers' 3,200-meter relay team was also a
runner-up in 9:28.70, as was the 1.600 relay unit
that crossed the finish line in 3:47.8.
CCHS' Henry Kobraei took second in the 400
meter dash in 54.37, while Darek Casper was third
in the 800-meter run at 2:19.
On the girls' side. Murray was led by Paige
Adlich's win in the 800 with a time of 2:43.98.
The Lady Tiger relay squads placed second in
the 3,200 (12:12) and third in both the 800 (1:55.3)
and 1,600 (4:33).
Kayla Olive was second in the discus with a
throw of 69-7 while Ashley Tripp took third in the
200 at 27.5.
Ashley Iglesias gave the Lady Lakers a secondplace time of 13.25 in the 100 and a third-place
long jump of 15-1.25, while Kayla Bazzeil was second in the 1,600 at 6:21 and Felisha Prescott was
third in the 400 at 1:05.04.
MHS and CCHS will compete Tuesday in the
MHS Invitational at 4:30 p.m. at Stewart Stadium.

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
DRAFFENVILLE, Ky. Despite winning four out of five
games, the one that got away was
the toughest to swallow for the
Murray Mud Dogs, as the local
11-under traveling baseball team
lost 13-7 to the Paducah Storm
in the championship game of the
Spring Fling Tournament Sunday
afternoon.
An error-laden second inning
helped Paducah to a 4-1 lead that
the Dogs were never able to overcome. Murray was gaining momentum and pulled to within 8-6 in
the fifth before the error bug hit
again in the final frame.
Only five of the Storm's 13
runs were earned in the championship contest.
Murray and Paducah have now
met in two regional tournaments,
splitting first-place hardware. Paducah's Spring Fling win avenged
the Mud Dogs' title win in the
West Kentucky Invitational a week
ago in Murray.
The Mud Dogs (11-7) rolled
to a 4-0 slate in preliminary play
on Friday and Saturday, including wins over 12-under teams from
Paris (Tenn.) and Marshall County. The 'Dogs also posted an 86 win over the Storm on Saturday morning.
Mayfield will be the next stop
on the Mud Dogs' schedule, as
the team plays in the USSSAsanctioned Mayfield Tourism Classic this Friday through Sunday.
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ScOREBOARD
The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
"Your more than one company agency"
David King

753-8355

901 Sycamore
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
L Pct. GB
W
14
10
583
Philadelphia
14 462
3
12
Atlanta
14 440 3 1/2
11
Montreal
417
4
14
10
Florida
5
375
15
9
New York
Control Division
W
L Pct. GB
9 _625
15
Chicago
1
10 .583
14
Cincinnati
2
11 .542
13
Milwaukee
11 .522 2 1/2
12
Houston
3
12 .500
12
St Louis
14 .391 5 1/2
9
Pittsburgh
West Division
L Pct. GB
W
10 .600 15
Los Angeles
11 .542 1 1/2
13
Colorado
2
13
12 .520
Arizona
12
12 .500 21/2
San Francisco
5
10
15 .400
San Diego
Sunday's Gum's
Milwaukee 10. Montreal 0
St Louis 12 N V Mets 1
Florida 11, Houston 5
Colorado 14, Cincinnati 7
Chicago Cubs 11, San Francisco 2
Los Angeles 4, Philadelphia 1
San Diego 6, Pittsburgh 1
Arizona 7. Atlanta 5

SCHEDULE
TODAY
HIGH SCHOOL TENNIS
• Mayfield vs. Calloway County
MSU Courts - 4 p.m.
HIGH SCHOOL BASEBALL
• Marshall Co. vs. Calloway Co.
CCHS Field - 4:30 p.m.
• Murray vs. Graves County
Mayfield, Ky. - 4:30 p.m.
HIGH SCHOOL SOFTBALL
• Mayfield vs, Calloway County
Chestnut Park - 4:30 p.m.
• Mayfield vs. Murray
Chestnut Park - 4:30 p.m.

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
L Pct.
W
16
Toronto
8 667
16
Boston
9 640
560
14
11
New York
440
11
14
Baltimore
320
17
8
Tampa Bay
Central Division
Pct.
17
6 739
Minnesota
14
9 609
Cleveland
15
375
9
Kansas City
15 348
8
Chicago
15
348
Detroit
8

Seattle
Texas
Anaheim
Oakland

GB
1/2
21/2
5 1/2
8 1/2
GB
3
8 1/2
9
9

Central Division
W
L Pct. GB
20
5 800
9
11
14 440
15 400 10
10
17 320 12
8

Sunday's Games
Toronto 2, Anaheim 0
Cleveland 9, Texas 2
Kansas City It. Boston 8, 11 innings
Detroit 6. Tampa Bay 1
N.Y Yankees 3, Oakland 1
Minnesota 4, Baltimore 0
Chicago White Sox 2, Seattle 1, 14 innings

SPORTS BRIEFS
Murray High Booster Club dinner scheduled
Tickets are on sale for the third annual Murray High School Tiger Athletic Booster Club fund-raising dinner and auction June 8 at 6 p.m. at the Murray State University Curns Center.
Tickets are $100 each and include dinner for two and the chance to win
$2.500 in cash on the night of the event, which netted $10,000 last year.
"Because of the support of parents, alumni, fnends and local businesses,
the booster club has been able to assist our school system in several major
athletic projects," said club president Joe Hedges. "We have made many
improvements to the playing surface at Ty Holland Field, our most utilized
venue. We have also donated $10,000 to the development of the new softball and soccer fields at Murray High.
"Money raised at this year's event will be used to upgrade the tennis facilities, support the continued development of the new athletic complex, continue the maintenance of Ty Holland Field and support other athletic programs."
To order tickets. call Cathy Clark at 753-6283 or Mark Broker at 753-9388.

CCMS to hold girls' hoops tryouts May 7-10
The Calloway County Middle School girls' basketball program will host tryouts for the 2001-02 season May 7, 8 and 10 from 5 30-7 p m. at the CCMS
gym Tryouts will be open to all girls currently in grades 5-7. Information
sheets are available from all CCMS fifth-grade teachers and at the CCMS
office
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185/75R14
205/75R14
215/75R15
235/75R15
175/70R13
185/70R14
205/65R15
215/70R14
255/70R15

WW
WW
WW
WW
BW
BW
SW
WL
WL

$35.18
$37.35
$39.21
$41.10
$33.57
535.74
S41.22
S51.38
$62.08

205170R15WW
BW
175/65R14
BW
195/65R15
BW
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WL
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XP 2000
XP 200011
XP 2000 II
Amen GS 60
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552.66
S43.91
$46.89
S47.59
S60.07
582.56

19575814
205,75815
215/70815
215160816
215/60815
235/70815
235/75815
255170816

565.00
$77.00
$59.00
$67.00
$57.00
$4700
$8000
$70.00

Navigator
Navigator
Navigator
Navigator
Charger
Charger
Satan SUV
Safari SUV

BW
WL
WL
WL

Hours:
Tuesday-Saturday 10 a.m.-6 p.m.

Do you long for the flowers
you remember in your
grandmother's garden?

$61.59
$65.05
$67.20
574.83
$62.44
$67.87
$74.69
$91.80

WW
WW
WW
8W

Ar

1519 Bethel Road
Murray, KY 42071

You won't find your ordinary geranium or begonia at our nursery
but if you want something totally unique or different
for your garden come see us.

MICHIELIW
20575815
215/75815
185/75814
225/601316
235175815

$9300
$10800
$5600
$4900
$115 00
S11500

Stem
Stem
Blem
XW4
LTX MS

WW
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We have over 50 varieties of antique and heirloom flowers...
such as Four O'Clock, Love Lies Bleeding,
Old Fashioned Sweet Peas and Morning Glory.

$6900
$7800
565 00
599 00
$10700

Oil, Lube, Filter, Alignment,
AC Service, Brakes, Shocks, Struts, Flat
Repair, Rotation & Balancing

COMING SOON!!

Castleman Tire I Repair Inc,

A Full Line Of Organically
Grown Vegetables

1880 St. Rt. 121 South • Mayfield. KY 42066
(270) 247-5866
Hrs. Mon.-Fri. 7 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
Closed Sat. & Sun.
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Carlisle Lawn Mower. Golf Cart.
ATV and Trailer Tires In Stock.
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Some of which are heirloom varieties not found at
your ordinary roadside market.
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DIRECTIONS: Take 641 N., turn right on Squire Holland Rd., (beside
Wiggins Furniture), turn right on Bethel Road, go approximately 1/2
mile, business is on your right.
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CALL
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Illinois had highest
percentage of tossed
presidential ballots

Low child-care pay fuels
high turnover, hurts
staff quality, study says
NEW YORK (AP) — Amanda and many parents struggle to cover
Charron needed no new research to existing child-care fees.
Lisa Shulman, vice president of
make up her mind: She is leaving
the child-care job she loves because the New York-based Child Care
she can't provide for herself and her Action Campaign, suggested that
2-year-old daughter on a $14,000 new funding must come from multiple sources, including business.
salary.
"Child-care providers are barely
The problems she has faced as a
child-care teacher in New Hamp- getting a living wage — they're
shire are shared by colleagues na- subsidizing a system that isn't
tionwide and highlighted in the working," Shulman said. "It's hard
bleak findings of a major study be- to understand why we haven't made
a national policy that would provide
ing released Sunday.
Conducted over six years, the this very basic function."
A salary of $14,000 — about avstudy describes an "alarmingly unstable" work force at child-care cen- erage for an American child-care
ters and says teachers leaving for worker — isn't a living wage for
better-paid jobs often are replaced Amanda Charron. A single mother,
she can't afford her own apartment
by less qualified workers.
stays with her parents in Hillsand
imthe
about
worries
Charron
pact of that high staff turnover at boro, N.H.
For more than two years, she has
centers nationwide.
been
teaching toddlers at the White
getting
be
won't
children
"The
what they need to grow and learn," Birch Community Center in nearby
she said. "The jobs are being filled Henniker.
"It breaks my heart to have to
by people who just want to hang leave them," she said in a telephone
out, who think it's an easy job."
interview. "But I can't do it any
The study, examining 75 child- more. I have to be able to make a
care centers in Northern California life for me and my daughter.",
since 1994, was conducted by reShe plans to attend college and
searchers from the University of then teach elementary school. Even
California, Berkeley, and the Washamid a school-financing crisis, New
ington-based Center for the Child Hampshire public school teachers
Care Workforce. The center advo- earn, on average, more than
cates higher pay and improved $38,000.
working conditions for child, care
Among the veteran staff staying
teachers and care providers, accordat White Birch after Charron leaves
ing to its Web site.
is MaryEllen Schule, 52, a childThree-quarters of the teachers care teacher for 17 years.
working at the centers in 1996 were
Even with overtime from 50no longer there in 2000, the study hour weeks, she earns only $24,000
found. It said wages for teaching
a year, and pays $500 a month for
positions, adjusted for inflation, de- health insurance covering her two
creased 6 percent, and the average children and self-employed husteacher was earning the equivalent band.
of $24,606 yearly, barely half of the
She bemoaned the departure of
average public school teacher's salcolleagues who found better pay in
ary in California.
sales jobs or at fast-food restauTeachers who left child care for rants.
other fields reported earning $8,000
"People need to look at what we
more per year than those who do as teaching, not as baby-sitting,"
stayed, the study said. Nearly half
Schule said.
the departing teachers had bacheWhite Birch was one of dozens
lor's degrees, while only one-third of New Hampshire child-care cenof their replacements did, it said.
ters that staged a "virtual strike" in
The centers that were studied ofJanuary — exhorting parents and
fered above-average programs, sugpolicy-makers to imagine the consegesting that staffing problems at
quences if child-care workers actumost centers nationwide would be ally did strike for higher wages.
even worse, said Marcy Whitebook,
Jackie Cowell of the Children's
one of the Berkeley researchers.
Alliance of New Hampshire said the
Child-care advocates know there
campaign heightened public awareare no easy solutions. No windfall
ness, though additional funding reof new federal funds is expected,
mains elusive.

MAKES DONATION.. Jo Farley, left, treasurer, presents a donation from the Calloway County Retired Teachers Association
for Project Graduation 2001 at Calloway County High School to
seniors, Derek Burket, Racheal Grogan and Chessy Mercado.
Nancy Dycus is project coordinator.

Guggenheim Fellow
given to anthropologist
A
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)
University of Kentucky anthropologist will spend a year in Chile
studying an ancient culture with the
money he will earn from a prestigious honor he won this month.
Tom D. Dillehay was named a
Guggenheim Fellow, an honor bestowed upon academics, scientists
and artists for past achievement and
future promise. He was one of 183
fellows announced by the John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation of New,York.
The Guggenheim Foundation has
awarded 15,000 grants totaling
$198 million since it was established in 1925 to honor the deceased son of U.S. Sen. Simon Guggenheim of Colorado. This year,
Dillehay will share $6.6 million going to artists and scholars for studies abroad. He was selected for the
award from more than 2,700 applicants.

The honor comes 24 years after
Dillehay shocked his contemporaries by discovering the site of a village in southern Chile that was
12,500 years old.
The find challenged the theory
that the first Americans arrived
from Asia by crossing the Bering
Strait and then moving south less
than 12,000 years ago. The village
Dillehay found predated the wellknown Clovis site in New Mexico
that was thought to represent the
earliest human culture in the Americas.
Dillehay plans to return to Chile
in July to study the Mapuche, the
country's largest indigenous population. The research will become
part of a book on the Mapuche
based on Dillehay's 25 years of archaeological, historical and cultural
study.
The Mapuche number about 1.3
million.

No Lotto winner yet
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — No
ticket matched the six numbers
picked in Saturday's $3.5 million
Lotto Kentucky game, pushing the
jackpot for next week's drawing to
$3.6 million.

The numbers were 9, 10, 20, 23,
26 and 38.
Thirteen players matched five of
six numbers to win $1,000 cash.
Another 435 players matched four
of six numbers to win $50 each.

pled or hanging chads.
City and county officials had
blamed the high number of discarded ballots on a high turnout of
inexperienced voters. But records
show areas of Chicago that had the
most ballot problems also reported
the highest percentage of experienced voters.
"These are not dumb-voter problems, but rather predictable results,"
said David Woods, a professor at
the Ohio State University Institute
for Ergonomics. "You start packing
everything into a small space and
it's very easy for misentries to occur, misalignments to occur."
Unlike in Florida, the lost votes
in Illinois could not have changed
lion on equipment upgrades and in- the outcome of the presidential race
creased the number of perforated in the state. Even if every unsquares on ballots from 312 to 456, counted ballot went to President
making it the most crowded ballot Bush, he still would have lost the
card in the nation, the Tribune said. state to former Vice President Al
The main reason for uncounted Gore.
votes was faulty ballot punches, the
Chicago and Cook County offiTribune found. About 46,000 city cials say they plan to hire engineers
and county voters clearly intended to test the ballots and voting devices
to vote for president, but left dim- and recommend changes.
CHICAGO (AP) Illinois
threw out more presidential election
ballots in 2000 than any other state,
according to an analysis by the Chicago Tribune.
Election officials discarded
190,000 ballots in Illinois, or 3.9
percent of those cast. That rate was
followed by 2.9 percent in Florida;
2 percent in New York and Ohio;
1.6 percent in California and I percent in Texas, the newspaper reported in Sunday's editions.
Sixty-five percent of the discarded votes in Illinois — 123,000
— were cast in Chicago and suburban Cook County. City and county
election officials had spent $25 mil-

Elizabethtown Klan recruiting
rally ends early, peacefully
Klan members said they chose
Elizabethtown because it is a predominantly white city. The rally
was organized to recruit new members.
Along with the Klan members,
about 10 members of group the
Derby City Skins, a white supremaOnly three Klan members at- cist group from Louisville, showed
tended the noon rally. Many mem- up.
About 200 residents arrived at
hers were discouraged after the
Elizabethtown City Council passed the Hardin County Courthouse to
an emergency ordinance this month protest the Klan's presence.
Police reported no outbreaks ot
that prohibited the group from
violence during the rally.
wearing their trademark hoods.

ELIZABETHTOWN, Ky. (AP)
— About a dozen Ku Klux Klan
members and members from a
white supremacist group from Louisville gathered on the courthouse
steps for an hour-long rally on Saturday.

Oak voted national tree
NEBRASKA CITY, Neb.(AP) lected," said John Rosenow, the
— The venerable oak tree was foundation's president, at an Arbor
nominated as the national tree in a Day celebration. "It has the most
vote announced Friday by the Na- species in the United States and it
grows throughout the country."
tional Arbor Day Foundation.
The tree-planting foundation
The redwood placed second,
hopes
the public recognizes the oak
pine
with dogwood, maple and
rounding out the top five. The foun- as the national tree, even if Condation started the campaign this gress does not act, Rosenow said.
year to name a national tree from 21 Such resolutions have been introduced in the House and Senate, but
candidates.
"The oak is what people se- never approved.

Your Bank,Your Way, Your AREA

Main Office, 500 Main Street

Hazel Banking Center, 405 Main Street

North Banking Center, 1104 Chestnut Street

EVENING BANKING
KROGER
Open till 7 pm (Monday thru Friday)

SATURDAY BANKING
KROGER
Open 9 am till 2 pm
NORTH BANKING CENTER
Drive Thru Open 8 am till Noon
Lobby Open 9 am till Noon
South Banking Center. 602 South 12th Street

Experience the AREAadvantage of more locations
and longer banking hours in the Murray area.
Only one bank in the Murray area offers the convenience of more locations and longer
banking hours - AREA Bank_ At AREA Bank, we know what you need when it comes to
truly superior banking convenience, including the convenience of Internet and telephone
banking. We think it's important for you to be able to bank whenever you want,
wherever you want. You really can have it all

Visit us online at www.abcbank.com
Member FDIC

More Convenient Hours

Kroger. 808 North 12th Street

Equal Housong Lender

4

INTERNET BANKING
at www abcbank com
MORE AIMS
• Gums Center
• MCC Hospital
• 12th & Chestnut, North
• 12th & Story, South
• Kroger
QUICKLINE
24-hour phone access
to your accounts
1-800-594-3671
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Pesticides should be mixed carefully
Procedures for properly mixing pesticides should be examined before tank mixing different
chemical formulations. Most herbicide labels will go into detail
of the proper instructions for
mixing with other chemicals because improper tank mixing can
lead to ineffectiveness of the
spray mixture.
Experience has taught many
users of herbicides that the sequence of adding materials to a
tank mix, dealing with a combination of chemicals, is crucial.
For example, a general rule to
follow in mixing materials to
spray should begin with the wettable powders.
Flowable type of chemicals
should be added next, followed
by emulsifiable concentrates and

AGRICULTURE UPDATE

GERALD CLAY WELL
UK Cooperative Extension Agent
water soluble liquids. Surfactants
or crop oil concentrates should
usually be added last. This sequence could vary depending on
the product used.
Product labels that explain the
"jar test" method should be read
and understood by the operator
before mixing chemicals. This
test can help producers determine compatibility of chemicals
and understand the physical

components of the mix. However, one fact about the "jar test"
that will not be revealed will be
the chances of antagonism of
chemicals to react negatively toward crop injury or weed control.
Producers that know which
chemicals that are compatible
with one another reduce the crop
injury or poor weed control risk.
The sequence that nitrogen

fertilizers are added to spray
mixtures can also have impact on
certain herbicides.
Water stability of some products is not so good and, if dealing with these particular products, operators would want to
spray material fairly soon after
mixing. Many of the sulfonylurea herbicides fall into this
category.
Reading labels when using
herbicides, or any other pesticide
or chemical, is very important to
obtain such vital information as
discussed in this article. Labels
provide all important information about the material being
used and should be followed
closely by the user.
Call if you have questions and
READ THE LABELS!!!

Grain planting should be based on market
by Laura Skillman
PRINCETON, Ky. (April
11,2001) - When making decisions
on whether to plant geneticallymodified grains, farmers need to determine what their buyers will accept.
Before deciding what to plant,
farmers should check the policy of
their buyers as they relate to genetically-modified seed. Also, be aware
that GM crop-buying policies will

change and keep GM and non-GM
corn and soybeans segregated, said
Dirk Maier, Extension agricultural
engineer at the Post-Harvest Education and Research Center at Purdue
University.
Farmers should also maintain
complete. detailed records and keep
a sample for every lot delivered to
the buyer, he said.
'That's extremely good advice
for growers," said Ric Bessin, Uni-

PETS OF WEEK...Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter,
located on Shelter Lane off East Sycamore Street. features
these German Shepherd dog mixes, eight weeks old, male and
female (top photo), and these Australian cattle dog mixes, six
weeks old, male and female (bottom photo), among the many
animals available for adoption. Shelter officials urge persons
to call the shelter if they have lost or found an animal. Hours of
the shelter are 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday, 10
a.m. to 3 p.m. Saturday, and closed on Sunday. For information
call 759-4141.

versity of Kentucky Extension entomologist and member of UK's Biotechnology Research and Education
Initiative.
Bessin said growers who are
marketing non-GM grain that receives a positive GM test at market
should ask for a retest. There are
false positives on tests that check
for genetic modification in grain, he
said.

Burley tobacco designation announced

Bluebird
lovers can
Adopt-A-Box
The Adopt-A-Box program was
designed to offer an opportunity
for those individuals unable to
attract bluebirds to their backyard
or area to directly participate in
and contribute to this statewide
conservation effort.
It also provides a means for
companies or groups (such as garden clubs, church groups or social
clubs) to directly support the TransKentucky Bluebird Trail.
Adopt-A- Box sponsorship provides:
•An Adopt-A-Box Certificate
which includes your individual nest
box number and the trail where it
is located.
*A monthly update will be mailed
to you on the activity of your
adopted box during nesting season. You will receive reports dated
4/30, 5/30,6/30 and 7/30.
*The opportunity to join the
Kentucky Bluebird Society and be
recognized as an Adopt-A-Box
sponsor at one of our general
membership meetings.
•Sponsors will be invited to all
general membership meetings.
*Yearly sponsorship fee is $25
Sponsors may choose to become
a member of the Kentucky Bluebird Society at the time they adopta-box.
The Adopt-A-Box Sponsorship
supports the establishment and regular monitoring of new bluebird
trails across the State of Kentucky
Help restore healthy and vibrant
populations oP bluebirds and other
native cavity nesting songbird
species.
Send for you sponsorship application today and help us help the
bluebirds of Kentucky.
Questions or comments: Kentucky Bluebird Society. P.O. Box
3425, Paducah, KY 42002. E-mail:
kybluebirds@hcis.net . You can
make a difference. All for the
bluebirds.
Bluebird Bob

CALL

CRIME
inuppims
OF MURRAY AND
'At LOWAY COUNTY INC

(270) 753-9500

Burley tobacco tanners will be
required to report to FSA the pounds
and specific warehouse, receiving
station or dealer where they intend
to market their tobacco this season. according to Jeffery S. Hall.
state executive director of the Farm
Service Agency in Kentucky.
The initial designation period
will run June 1-Aug. 1. Farmers
will be allowed to re-designate
pounds and sale locations at various times throughout the marketing season.
The Burley Tobacco Advisory
Committee, established by the secretary of agriculture, recommended June 14. 2000, that a method
be developed that would enable a
better allocation of tobacco graders

and warehouse sales opportunity.
Warehouse designation has been
in place for flue-cured tobacco for
several years.
"FSA is making this change in
the tobacco program in response
to a request from burley tobacco
growers and the industry," Hall said.
Beginning with the 2001 marketing year, all burley tobacco
marketing cards will be issued for
the specific pounds and selling location designated by the farmer.
"Only those pounds designated
on the marketing card to a specified buying location may be presented for sale at that location."
Hall said.
Farmers selling at traditional
auction warehouses will receive a

PAW Nil
Your Pet Supply Headquarters
•PloPea« •Eagle •na,ftewel

marketing card similar to cards
they have used in recent years.
These cards will indicate the producer's designated warehouse.
Marketing cards for producers
selling at non-auction sites will
be issued a thermal bar coded
card. These cards will indicate the
designated buyer.
For additional information, contact the local FSA county office.
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1304-H Chestnut St.
Dixieland Shopping Center

762-0054

OTROY-RILT

All Tillers Are Not
Created Equal.

Fhe following Concerning Health
seminars are open to the public.
We encourage you to take advantage
of this opportunity to learn more about how to protect your most valuable
asset—your health! Dates are tentative. Please register early: seating is
limited. For more information about the following Seminars and Screenings or to
register please call 731-644-FIND (3463)or 1-800-246-2508.

Compare the TROY-BILT 5.5 HP Bronco with
the competition and you'll see that there's
really no comparison at all!

Screenings:

Seminars:

.5.5 HP
•Cast Iron and Gear
Transmission
•TROY-BILT
Limited Lifetime
Warranty

May 17.2001
"Obesity"
Dr. Ray Compton
6:00 PM
HCMC Center for Wellness & Rehabilitation
311 East Wood Street
Paris. TN 38242

$599
Compare TROY-BILT® Tillers to the others and
you'll know why we're the brand of choice.

r:
egibir
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MURRAY HOME G AUTO
OUTDOOR DIVISION
753-2571 • Chestnut St.• Murray
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 7:30 - 5:00

HC HENRY COUNTY
MC MEDICAL CENTER
301 Tyson Avenue • Pans, IN 38242

731-642-1220

Ma) 3. 2001
Dresden Iris Festival
Dresden. TN
4:00 PM-7:00 PM
May 19. 2001
Puryear Days
Puryear. TN
9:00 AM-11:00 AM

May 22, 2001
Henry Community Center
Henry, TN
9:30 AM-11:30 AM
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MURRAY

LEDGER SL, TIMES

1916
270-753-Kathy
or

CLASS F EDS

Contact
Tammy
for more information.

visa

OD Just Say "Charge It"

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
$6.75 Column Inch, 60'4 Discount 2nd Run,

40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Pertod
$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)

AV)S
I.1 N
$7.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.10 per word per day.

Articles For Sale

010

Legal Notice

150

020

Notice

155

Appliances

025

Personals

160
165

Home Furnishings
Lawn & Garden
Farm Equipment

WO extra for Shopper (Tues. Classifieds go into Shopping Guide $2.50 extra for blind box ads

Antiques

030

Financial

040

180

050

Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found

060

Help Wanted

195

070

Position Wanted
Domestic & Childcare

200
210

Firewood

100
110

Business Opportunity

220

Musical

Electronics

260

120

270

130

Computers
Appliance Parts

280

Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent

140

Want To Buy

285

Mobile Home Lots For Rent

090

190

in Memory
CARD OF THANKS
With deepest
appreciation the family of
Mrs. Stephanie Stallons
would like to thank everyone
for all the beautiful cards and
flowers was sent and all the food etc.
Your thoughtfulness & prayers
means so much.
Thanks Again, Garfield Stations
010

I
IHASEVNREYWFRSIEDAFYONIDGHBTU!F ET

Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment

AD DEADLINES

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

020

020

Notice

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

WEDDING

PHOTOGRAPHY
BY l.).%.%
15 years service
270-753-1001

The Shed Cafe

41111 Fish, Snrirnp, Frog Legs, And More
But, Don't Forget Our Saturday Night Fish
LOCATED IN DEXTER COME ON BY!!
Tel: 270-437-4568

ORDINANCE NUMBER 2001-1240
An ordinance pursuant to KRS 81A.412
annexing a 131± acre tract of land located at
2200 College Farm Road and owned by the
Calloway County Country Club, Inc.
Adopted by the City Council on April 26.
2001.
s/s Freed Curd,
Freed Curd, Mayor

Call for private dining room reservations

NOW OPEN!
Eddie Langston

WE BUY

Owner

• Aluminum • Cans •
• Brass • Copper •

West
Kentucky
Recycling
906 N. 17th Street • Mayfield. KY

s/s Sarah Duncan
Sarah Duncan. City Clerk

ORDINANCE NUMBER 2001-1241
An ordinance further amending zoning
Ordinance Number 794 of the city of Murray.
Kentucky. so as to rezone from R-2 (singlefamily residential) to B-2 (Highway
Business) a part of a certain tract of land
owned by Howard Brandon and located at
1421 North 16th Street.

Murray

Mayfield
(270)247-1220

(270)767-9295

GOLF AT
THE TENNESSEAN
The Tennessean Golf Club has been ranked by Golf
Digest (May issue) as the 6th "Best golf course in
Tennessee' in addition to be selected as the 7th
"Best new affordable public course in America"
(January issue) Play this Championship Course for
only $30 (includes cart). every day of the week with
the purchase of a annual patron card for only $50.
•
plus tax A

4111111111110101

Tee time or information call
731-642-7271 or toll free
866-710-GOLF (4653)

Adopted by the City Council on April 26.
2001.
s/s Freed Curd,
Freed Curd, Mayor
Attest:
s/s Sarah Duncan
Sarah Duncan, City Clerk
Ordinance prepared by:
Wm. Donald Overbey, City Attorney

BISINESSES1 ,SERIES
(Let us put you in touch with the -best services in town.
./
You Can Advertise Here For
$6,00 per week-(13 week minimum)

-\n ordinance amending section 30.02 of the
city of Murray Code of Ordinances changing
the time of council meetings from 7:30 p.m
to 6:30 p.m. effective June 1, 2001.
\dopted by the City Council on April 26.
2001.

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

STEVE VIDMER
Attorney at Law
304 North Fourth Street
Murray, Kentucky
(270) 753-1737
Engaged in the General Practice of Law
including

Set up Pre-Thana Trust

Office Space
Various size units
Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th

An ordinance enacting and adopting a sup
plement to the Code of Ordinances of the city
of Murray, Kentucky.
Adopted by the City Council on April 26
2001.

Partially furnished
office space
for rent.

270-753-2633
Help Wanted

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMEN'l
lou are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay $768 on Part A;$100 oi
Part B. Call me for more information.

s/s Freed Curd,
Freed Curd, Mayor
Attest:
s/s Sarah Duncan
Sarah Duncan, City Clerk
Ordinance prepared by:
Wm. Donald Overbey, City Attorney

4753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
1
,/
\

Commercial
Waste Disposal
Types of Refuse Set

Lj

1-800-5854033
i
\,ifir.,411 formal Wrar 1.3b{qL)'% *
)
For All Special Occasions
ciaZOIE
304 Main Si., Marra). K 42071
27017.53- 1300 • 'hill Free 1-888-36T-675-

Motorcycles & ATV's
Auto Parts

485

390

490

Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars

400

Yard Sales

495

Vans

410

500

Used Trucks

425

Public Sale
Land For Rent or Lease

510

Campers

430

Real Estate

520

Boats & Motors

435

Lake Property

530

Services Offered

440

Lots For Sale

560

Free Column
060

060

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

AN Ohio Oil Company
needs a mature person
now in the Murray area.
Regardless of experiences
write C.Z. Read, P.O. Box
696. Dayton, OH 45401.

NURSERY workers needed for local church in Murray Sunday a.m. /Wednesday p.m. Send resume
to P.O. Box 1040-C, Murray, KY 42071

OWN a computer?
Put it to work!
$25- $75/ hr PT/ FT
888-689-7989
pcworkforme.com
PART-TIME help wanted
at Playtelligence. App:y in
person at- 406 South 12th
St. No phone call please.

EXPERIENCED Oncology
Nurse for part time to full
time position in Murray.
Ky Excellent benefit package, commensurate with
experience Please send
resume to: P.O. Box 630,
Murray Ky. 42071

Seeking qualified
person to fill the
position as F & I
Manager. Must
possess adequate
computer skills.
Apply in person at
Carroll Nissan
or Fax Resume
270-759-1013

Machine Maintenance - 2+ years of
hydraulics, electricity, and mechanical maintenance
Automation-2+ years of electricity, robotics, and pneumatics
Tooling - 2+ years of hands-on
tooling/machining
Molding - 2+ years of injection molding
set-up/cycling
Thermoform -2+ years of thermoform set
up/cycling
Printing- 2+ years of dry offset print experience
These opportunities are available due to continued growth and expansion. Put your skills
to use on the fast paced Berry Team.
Interested applicants should submit a
resume to:
Berry Plastics Corporation
Attn: Human Resources
P.O. Box 959
Evansville, IN 47706
E.O.E.

In honor of Memorial
Day, we pay tribute
to the memory of the
courageous men and
women who served
our country well.

INSURANCE
Lou V. McGary
Does Your Policy Pay 100':;
of the Deductibles?

480

Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies

060

.1.11. Churchill Funeral Home
201 S. 3rd • Murray. K1 42071

An

Storage Rentals
Commercial Property

Chosen applicants will complete a federally
administered, four year 'apprenticeship program. You will work full time while attending formalized training classes at our
expense to enhance your skills. Credit is
awarded for prior schooling and experience.
Minimum requirements are the ability to
work any shift/overtime and you must have a
high school diploma/GED. Additional
requirements, including education and/or
experience by trade include:

270-753-2411

FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS
ORDINANCE NUMBER 2001-1243

360

Berry Plastics Corporation, an Evansville
headquartered injection molding/thermoform manufacturer, has opportunities for
skilled labor technicians in Machine
Maintenance, Automation, Tooling, Molding.
Thermoforming, and Printing.

Terry Isaacs/Karen Isaacs Owners

) )rdinance prepared by:
Wm. Donald Overbey, City Attorney

Houses For Rent

CLEANING service
seeking a few good people. Quick advancements
and can lead to supervisor
placement. Apply by appointments only. Call Beverly
759-4222.
leave
name, phone number and
message for calling.

WANT ADS
WORK

IMP

Lock in price; single pay
or payment plan.

West:
-/s Sarah Duncan
sarah Duncan. City Clerk

340

BANKRUPTCY

Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Specialist
Avoid inflationary cost.

s/s Freed Curd.
Freed Curd, Mayor

Acreage
Homes For Sale

O.T.R. DRIVERS
NEEDED
ATTENTION! 362 Entrylevel Truck Drivers needed New trucks arriving in April
NOW! No experience nec- Run for Paschall/TL, up to
essary. Our drivers earn .31c a mile, no NYC! MiniNo Charge for Initial Consultation
$600 to $900 per week mum one year driving
Night and Weekend Appointments
plus benefits. NO CDL? O.T.R. Clean driving reAvailable on Request
No problem! Training is cord. Call Pat Maloney
THIS IS AN ADVERTISEMENT
available with no employ- 270-759-0124 or 270-994ment contract. Get on the 4864
PRE-PAID
OTR Driver needed
road to success call
060
LONG DISTANCE
WERNER TODAY! 1-800- Drive nice well-maintained
$69 95 for 30 days. UnlimHelp Wanted
Cony. truck. Home on
242-7364.
ited calling for 30 days
most weekends. Must
Great for roommates or
have clean CDL, 2yrs. exshared phones.
435-4232
perience.
270-345-2136 on
Please no phone calls afPlastics Manufacturing Technicians
budtel_ cam @lxcos.com
ter 9PM.

WANTED

FUNERALS
ORDINANCE NUMBER 2001-1242

455
460
470

450

060

Available immediately

Ordinance prepared by:
Wm. Donald Overbey, City Attorney

Rooms For Rent

380

Notice

Notice

753-9621

ec,510S. 4th Street • Murray, KY

Attest:

330

370

020

Notice

Buffet with Caffish Fiddlers, Fillets and
Lemon-Pepper Fillets!

Legals

Fri. 11
Fri. 11
Mon. 1
Tues. 1
Wed. 1
Wed. 1

Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale

320

ADJUSTMENTS

Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of
their ads for any error. Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for only one incorrect insertion . Any error
should be reported immediately so corrections can be
made.

445

Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent

300

You can do this by placing
your loved one's picture in
the paper to be published on
May 26, 2001. Deadline to
turn pictures in is May 23,
2001. Cost is $10.00. Please
include name, rank, branch
of service, & years of service.
Include a self-addressed
stamped envelope for the
return of the photo. Contact
the Classified Dept. for more
information at 753-1916 ask
for Kathy or Tammy.

MANAR INC.
FORMALLY MARK

I

MOLDED PLASTICS

accepting applications for future
job opportunities in production
assembly and machine operations.
Positions will be available approximately the second week in May.
These positions will be for 2nd and
3rd shifts. We will also be starting a
weekend shift. It will be 7:00am 7:00pm and 7:00pm - 7:00am on
Friday, Saturday, and Sunday.
Applications can be obtained at
Manar, Inc., 170 Mark I Drive, Henry,
TN Monday-Friday from 8:00am4:30pm.
No phone calls please.
is

Be Your
Own Boss!
• Minimal Hours • Monthly Pay
• Bonuses

IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS
Become a motor route
carrier for -the
Murray Ledger & Times
Interested persons should apply
in person to Randy Baker
between 9:30-10 a.m.
1001 Whitnell Avenue

e•fe'
••••

pit 7ettia9. Weowt!
Mother's Day is the perfect time to tell Mom
just how much you love her.
Dear Mom,
Here's to the best
mother anyone could
for.
Happy
hope
Mother's Day!
1st Sgt. Gary Stidam
USMC
18 1/2 Years
ACTUAL SIZE OF PICTURE

LEDaRSILIES

Your son, Bobby
Deadline for letters is Wed., May 9th. Ni) more
than 17 words per letter Cost is $6.00. lhey will bt•
ruhly.hed in the SotualaL May 12th edition of

I_JLI)GLit
0 Nil ItIt

VISA

imLs

&T

1001 Whitnell Ave.• Murray, KY

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
060

Ohn

DOOR to door sales
PT/FT Reliable transportation required. neat appearance Afternoon & evening
hours Pays well, commission only 1-888-663-7774
DRIVERS needed
Home weekends
All Conventional tractors
For more into Call
270-345-2289
Or
270-841 21467
DURA AUTOMOTIVE
SYSTEMS, INC.,
a leading OEM supplier to
the automotive industry is
seeking a talented leader
to fill the position of Continuous Improvement Coordinator in our Fulton. Ky
facility The Fulton facility
is responsible for modular
window assemblies.
This position will coordinate and facilitate employee empowerment and continuous improvement activities in the plant for factory
and management participants. Working knowledge
of Kaizen, principles, must
have ability to lead workshops using JIT. First
Time Quality, 5S, Quick
Changeover, TPM. and
Kanban concepts. Extensive experience in a Cl
leadership position is required as well as solid
computer skills. Proficient
in time motion studies.
Ability to create line layouts with AuotCAD and an
Engineering
Industrial
background are helpful.
We are looking for a leader. Experience in a fast
paced manufacturing environment is essential.
We offer a competitive salary and benefit program
Check us out on the web
at duraauto.corn. We are
an equal opportunity employer.
Please send resume to.
Dura Automotive
Systems, INC
Atttn: HR Manager
PO Box 1440
42041
Ky
Fulton,
Duncan.i@duraauto.com.
Fax (270)472-0368

WORRIED Just a at?
Not feeling as Secure
As I3efore7 Friends &
Neighbors Getting Laid
Off? Why Not Become A
Professional Truck Driver
and Put A Valuable CDL In
Your Wallet?
NO EXPERIENCE
NEEDED'
Train In 15 Day With
Immediate Placement
Assistance! Top Pay/
Benefits! Start Making
Big Money And
STOP WORRYING!
1-888-592-2618,
Warren/ Karen
7 days a week

HARDEE'S
Accepting applications for
full-time & part-time cooks,
cashiers, biscuit-maker.
and maintenance_ Also accepting applications for
shift manager. Please apply @ 641 & Chestnut St
Murray. EOE.

ROUTE SALES
MANAGER
STARTING AT
$500 TO $700 WK DOE
Schwan's is looking for a
highly motivated self started to full a limited number
of Route Sales Manager
position in the Murray
area
Our Route Sales Managers can expected to earn
$25 to $30K first year and
$50K after
We otter a full benefit
package to include Medical, dental, disability, and
group insurance.
Schawn's also offers profit
sharing. 401K, and 2
weeks paid Vacation after
the first year.
For application Wednesday. May 2 or Friday. May
4, 9am to 2pm, 307 Bee
Creek Dr, Murray. E.O.E.

Help Wanted
IMMEDIATE and future
opening for Customer
Support Representatives
working mainly by telephone from initial contact through purchase
decision. Full-time positions offer salary, commissions, cash incentives, and health insurance.
Send resume to.
Hawkins Research, Inc.
1304 Chestnut St.
Suite E
Murray. Ky 42071.
sales@ powerclaim.com.
270-753-7001.
EXPERIENCED part-time
cook Work 1 day 5am2pm & Friday nights 39pm Great work atmosphere Hours flexible may
work into more hours 4354500 (6am-6pm ask for
Julie)
SOCIAL Security disabledWe can get you approved!
No fee unless you win!
Personal representation by
retired Social Security executives and associates.
•!ou win with us!
1-800-782-0059.
090
Domestic & Childcare
CLEAN house
References available
492-6177
Please leave message
NEED someone to care for
2 children in my home after school and all day during the summer
435-4556
WILL DO GENERAL
HOUSE CLEANING
Call Linda 759-9553

IMMEDIATE opening for
part-time Accountant.
Send resume to:
Hawkins Research, Inc.
1304 Chestnut St.
Suite E
100
Murray, Ky 42071
Business
donna @powerclaim.com
Opportunity
270-753-7001.
AAA Greeting Card Rte.
LIFEGUARDS
50 Prime Loc's. All Local
Murray-Calloway
The
$1500 wkly
County Park pool is ac800-277-9424.24 hrs
cepting applications for
HOMEWORKERS
guard until, May 10, 2001,
applications may be pick
Needed.
up at the park office
$635 weekly processing
900 Payne Street,
mail. Easy! No experience
Monday-Friday
needed_
8:00am-4:00pm
Call 1-888-517-2362
Ext. 4605 24hrs.
Phone 270-762-0325.
SALE or possible lease
MEDICAL Assistant needOperating Restaurant
ed for busy physician ofWill qualified for liquor lifice. Training .will be provided for career motivated censes. Large property w/
other uses E-mail/
person_ Excellent bene1and42071@yahoo.corn
fits.; M/F. Respond to:
or Write:
P.O. Box 1040-H.
Murray, KY. 42071
1809-B Westwood
Murray. Ky 42071

OWN A COMPUTER, PUT IT
TO WORK. Internet users wanted to
make $25-$75/hour.
Visit www.moneymakerdot.com.

WANTED
29 people to lose weigh while making

money! 100'4 natural, Dr. recommended
and a money back guarantee.
Visit

www.health-e-me.net.

Agricultural Workers
Needed
06/04/01 to 02/04/02
06/10/01 to 01/05/02

Computers
566 mghz processor. 20
Gig Hard Drive $360., 17
Monitor $140. 753-8630.
KELLERS
COMPUTER PLACE.
New computers. $399
Upgrades & Repairs
Internet Service
Cn 121S
436-5933.
9a m -7p.m
Mon-Sat
Visa Mastercard
MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service
759.3556

Wages: $6.39, $7.00 and $8.00 per hour
depending on job performed. 75% of hours

listed on job order will be.guaranteed. All
tools will be provided at no cost. Free housing provided to those beyond local recruiting
area. Transportation and subsistence paid
when 509k of contract is met. Contact focal
State Employment Service Office.

Appliance Parts

APPLIANCE PARTS

Zo

d

Ward Elkins

Articles
For Sale

Articles
For Sale

Help Wooled

* DEALER SPACE AVAILABLE *
Charlie's Antique Mall in Hazel has a
limited amount of quality dealer space
available for rent and welcomes nev.
antique/collectible dealers. It's a sideline
that many people are doing for fun and
profit & cost less than $1.88 per day for a
10'x10' rental space. Your merchandise is
marketed 7 days a week by our professional staff. We take care of the sale hassle and
furnish you detailed computer generated
sales tracking reports and 'monthly settlements. Experience the Charlie's Antique

Mall advantage.. "We want to be your
antique mall." Charlie's Antique Mall,
303 Main St., PO Box 196, Hazel, KY.
42049. Call 270-492-8175 or
Email: charlies10@aol.com.
bavii

o
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360
Storage Rentals

150

150

•-•-• -1

• Living room •
'set including!
I couch, end I
;tables, chair,
!loveseat and.
I coffee table. I
i Asking $600.i
.call 759-9215.
J
•
L
2 buried plots in the Garden of Chnstus Murray
Memorial Garden
753-2579
FREE
Consultation
to design your new
kitchen cabinets
Call Missy today at
Myers Lumber.
753-6450
MACHINE quilting
$31.50 reg size
Murray Sewing Center
759-8400
RIDING mower for sale
436-2867
STRAW for sale
$2.00 bale
759-4718 Night
753-4582 Day
160
Home Furnishings

Mobile Homes For Sale
GREAT location, 3br, 2
bath doublewide w/add on,
brick foundation, central
H/A, 24x30 garage. 2 good
out buildings. rust outside
City limits, 1 mile of MSU
& shopping centers. Must
to
appreciate.
see
$49,000. Call 753-0955 for
appointment.
1996 3br. 2 bath 16x80.
3/4 acres lot $30.000.
Call 489-2098.
4BR mobile home, Pilot,
doublewide 2.8 acres
More information call 7670224.
87 Concord 14x70, 2 bath,
3br. super nice/ Must see!
$12,500. Nights 270-6746211. Days 270-674-5557.
"93" trailer in good condition, 2 porches, central air,
p. gas. 492-8723.
1997 3br.. 2 bath doublewide on 1.46 acres near
KY lake, large deck, carport, storage-building,
fenced yard. 436-6191.
759-1600 Ext 106.

2BR Clean Mobile Homes
in small quiet park Cal
492-8488
2BR., 2 bath mobile home
on large lot w/ block shop
& storage building 4892277
HAZEL 2br.. appliances
Washer & Dryer, lease &
deposit 492-8526
NICE 2br. Mobile home
No pets. 753-9866

Apartments For Rent

1 bedroom, newly decorat
ed low utilities no pets
$195 a month 753-3949
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray starting at
All Sizes Available
$200/mo 753-4109
1&2 bedroom Apts
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
CREEKVIEW STORAGE
Monday.
On Center Drive
$20-$40
Wednesday. Friday
Behind Tom's Grilv
Phone 759-4984
759-4081
Equal Housing
storage
NORTHWOOD
Opportunity
1-2, 3br apts furnished, presently has units availa
near MSU 753-1252 or ble 753-2905 or 753
7536
753-0606
1BR
apartment, near
MSU Appliances furnished Central heat & gas
heat, utilities included exAll Size Units
cept gas Deposit and refAvailable
erences required
753-4181 489-2181
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished Mur- PREMIER MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
Cal Realty. 753-4444
storage
1BR APT for rent. All ap*Security alarmed
pliances, Pets allowed
*Safe & clean
$335/mo. Call 489-6222_
•We sell boxes!
1BR Apt Available 5/19
•We rent U-Hauls
Clean
Walk to MSU
753-9600
p/mo
$235
753-2084
1BR Apt stove, refrigerator, D/W, W/D, Clean, no
pets. 270-753-9841 or
270-436-5496.
1BR, LR. Kitchen, bath,
furnished apt Water and
119 Main • 753-6266
garbage pick up included
Can be seen at 1407 West
Main or call 753-5870
1BR, some utilities paid.
Laundry facility available_
310 S. 4th St
No pets! 767-9037.
Office Building
1BR. like new, appliances.
753-4703
Coleman RE 759-4118.
2BR duplex Central/H/A.
Pets 4( Supplies
appliances
Coleman RE 759-4118
DOG Obedience
2BR, 2 bath duplex. gaMaster Trainer
rage. Central. no pets.
436-2858
759-4118.
RE
Coleman
2BR, close to campus.
410
safe, clean, friendly neighPublic Sale
borhood. Pets negotiable
deposit required. Call 7538187
2BR, Near MSU New carpet, paint & wallpaper.
C/H/A. $325 Also 2br,
$250 Coleman RE.
Thurs., May 3
759-4118.
5 p.m.
2BR, new townhouse, central, garage, 3 story.
Coleman RE 759-4118
4br, Diuguid Drive Coleman RE 759-4118

753-3853

ith new marketing company. Managc .ind Reps needed meeting to be held at th
\ merihost Inn. Murray. KY. Call fill
information 1-800-570-2282 11•1.
for Ken or 1-866-625-8419 ask for Ray.

more

PUZZLED? NEED A NEW START?
No CDL No Money.
*
)
NO PROBLEM
5600$800 Weekly 1st Year
15 Day Training Program
No Out Of Pocket Expense
No Employment Contract

Li
f"E...4..r"Xl114

trees*

ter*
01111;

4.I I1RING ON THE SPOT!

8
.
0.
.

e 1-800-398-9908 Ref#7371
141.11.1.1

CI rti'1.011ER Silt% ICE REPRESENTATI% I
A tonime SoI Compaq is camel) mien mg ler pmetion.len in
IiijI sea Up to35K-4oh earninp pa.sifile first )es.
PHOVIIW:• Health. Life. Dental Insurance • 4411
and Stock Mitcham:• Three week% extreme paid train,
training • Merit promotion.. manageni,
and • On the
pos.ihle ‘+ith I )eat
PRIIVIDIK:
IV
•Strong, desire 111 •11111.1:LIA •Eiteelkni public relation skli.
•Competitne sport•-minded track record
°NIA' HI A.NI.-5:341 P.M.
2704W4910
ASK FOR MR.JOHNSON

('All. NION.&

140
Want to Buy
• We pay cash
Old toys, antiques.
collectibles 270-759-3456
ANTIQUES
Old toys advertising
items antique furniture
and primitives
We buy 1 or all!
Call 753-3633 ask
for Larry
FROST free refrigerator.
stove, gas heater, electric
heaters, good used carpeting, storm windows 7534109
WANTED
Riding mowers, go carts &
4 wheelers that need
work
436-2867

2 Super C International
tractors 492-8411
35 FERGUSON Tractor
Power wheels, multi power
disc, plows, bush hog.
blade 270-492-8214.
GRAIN bed for sale Like
new 492-8411

1993 16x80 3br., 2 bath
Front/back covered porch
Large 2 car carport wattached storage building,
on 2 acres $35,000 OBO
489-2945

LOT & 12X60 2br, 2 bath,
located off Hwy 94E, 2
miles from Kentucky Lake
All appliances, gas heat
474-8783
474-8715
474-2276
16x80
MOBILE home
Articles
3br. 2 bath Excellent conFor Sale
dition Call 753-7655
$1,000. REWARD
MUST SEE! 1993 14x70
for anyone with informaNorris Mobile Home 2br. 2
tion leading to the arrest of
bath. Central H/A w/ front
the person(s) responsible
deck and utility pole Exfor the barn fire on BranCall
cellent condition
don Road. Saturday 21. (270)489-2013
leave
4 15am Call 498-8715
message.
NICE '98 Fleetwood Sun12HP 38" cut Murray mowpointe, 16x80. 3 bedroom .
er $350 and 13"x6" craft2 bath Many extras Must
mans thickness planner- 6
$300
old
be moved Price reduced
months
or possible financing Call
(270)753-8154
after 5pm 270 753-8713
1989 Club Car Electric
Also 1 acre lot near Ky
Golf Carl Good Condition
Lake $150000
753-4549

•Steady income history
WE SHOW YOU
•1009 loan, no money
down
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.
Gerry Puckett • Pat Butler • Jacquelyn Watson

753-7407 • 111 N. 12th St. Suite B
3br, 2 bath doublewide
permit foundation landscaped 1 acre lot with
stocked pond Sunroom,
porch, carport. 3 car barn
style garage With greatroom $56,900 OBO
435-4578
3BR house in quiet neighborhood Well maintained
& updated Priced to sell!
753-0358 after 4 00pm
BRICK ranch 3br, 2 bath,
C/H/A, 2 car garage Quite
corner lot 1107 Fairlane
Owner 759-3395
BY owner 2br, 2 bath, cedar siding house 7 acres,
30x40 barn (1 yr old)
Close to lake Quiet neighborhood. Call 436-2950

Used Cars
REDUCED
1992 Cadillac Seville STS
Only 69K miles, $7,500
OBO Call 753-0851 after
6pm
TOYOTA Celica '90, auto,
CD, high miles, smoke
gray $2250.00 759-4100

PUBLIC
AUCTION

Neon Beach
Mini Storage

1BR Efficiency Apt Partial
utilities paid. $125
753-2934
d'M

OFFICE OR RETAIL
SPACE
1,000 up to 2.000 sq ft
available Will remodel to
suit 401 Maple St on the
square in Murray
753-4382 or 753-9864

YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit (not perfect)

STORAGE

BETHEL GARDENS

I

Global Mortgage Link

1988 Pontiac Firebird Formula, New 350 engine,
new interior. new 60 series
general tires, automatic
transmission, new expaint.
Needs
haust,
$3,000. Firm. 489-2774.
1994 Corvette. Black with
black and tan interior. Entire car is in mint condition.
BRAND New and Darling Has special options and
3br., 2 bath brick in town.
new tires. Garage kept
5114,900.
and excellent maintenance
Campbell Realty
record. Asking below book
759-8780.
price. Call Sears.753-2312
or home 435-4289 Leave
LAKE Property.
2br., 1 bath furnished message if no answer_
Large deck and screened 1994 Ford Escort 4dr
in porch $449.900
stick shift, A/C heat power
Campbell Realty
steering, locks, windows
759-8780
air bags. ABS brakes
Negotiable
$2600
2
3br.
EXCEPTIONAL
bath, red brick, double lot. (270)759-0752
town edge. Consider leas- 1995 Toyota Camry LE.
ing with option to buy/ lim- Low mileage, garage kept
ited owner financing. Call Mint condition. 753-6176.
1996 Nissan Maxima SE,
753-4109.
109,000 miles
loaded
FOR sale by owner
$9,750.492-8178 leave
Nice 3bdr , 1 bath home
on 1715 Ryan Ave Call message
1998 Cadillac Devine
759-5936 after 5pm
excellent condiLoaded
ONE!
THIS
SEE
GOTTA
kept 36.000
garage
tion,
Priced like a fixer upper.
miles. Under warranty
but everything new and
Call 753-5870.
ready to move into 2br, 1
84 Mercedes 300, SD. gabath, carport, utility room.
rage kept, 2nd owner. fully
539.900
mint condition. dieloaded,
435-4632 or 559-8510.
sel 25-30 mpg, great fuel
LISTING
NEW
economy 58.000
2BR. 1 bath. New vinyl &
994-5935
roof. Large lot, near down
'94 Red Pontiac Grand
town. No realtors. 753Am. 4dr,. new tires, nice
812 Whitnell
6429.
car 128.000 miles $44.000
731-247-3075
OBO
Bldgs #A36
NICE 4br, 2 bath house in
and nummessage
Leave
town on 105x105 lot in
ber if no answer
very nice neighborhood
Prelude, Special
Large 24x24 great-room 95 Honda
Land For Rent or Sale
owner.
One
Edition
with fireplace. OW. CHA,
Call 489-2201
GD 18x20 master-bedGREAT CAR!!!
room Large deck. large 2
Neon
car garage and detached 1995 Plymouth
workshop Total under roof $5,000 Looks/ runs great
low miles Call 759-5658
2600 sqft $110,000

EASTSIDE
EQ9'

Court Square • Murray

ATTENTION MATTEL
EMPLOYEES:
(;et in on the ground floor opportumi

Homes For Sale

Homes For Sale

753-5585

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

460

460

641 Storage

FORREST View Apartments 1213 N 16th St .
now accepting applications
1943 Dunkin-Fife set w16
for 2br townhouses, basic
chairs and china hutch
rent $315/ month Office
Colonial lowboy
Hours. 10- 2, M-F. Call
753-0834
753-1970. Equal Housing
759-9835
Opportunity.
NICE 3 room studio. $220.
cream
back
•CAMEL
per month. includes water
couch for sale Made by
301 N 7th St
sealy. $350., retail $700. 6
Call 759-5073
weeks old. •Kenmore
MgeHOme Lots For Rent
RED OAKS APTS.
washer and dryer $350., 2
Special
years old. Call 753-6098.
$100 Deposit
COUCH, chair, TV/stand, 1/2 acre $100/ mo 7531BR From $280
bed mattress/box spring, 6012
2BR From $325
&
chest
table/chairs,
LOT for rent 492-8488
Call Today!
hutch 753-7394
LOT For Rent 753-9866
753-8668.
180
180
South side Manor Apts
Lawn & Garden
Lawn & Garden
1. 2 & 3br apts
Section 8 housing
753-8221
*/6!0‘.-__41161-2ar*ss‹-M
E i-40
VERY nice 1br • w/all apPEONIES - HOSTA DAYLILIESH
pliances including washer
new varieties - old favorites
& dryer Close to MSU
May Special: wholesale peonies
759-5885
& hosta $4.00
VERY roomy 2br, 2 bath
w/garage Applianduplex
many
colors
select cia,.'!dies nn.'fari
furnished
ces
washendryer. 1yr lease
month deposit No pets
.• town, and follow signs.
•
'wy. 94 Eas: .
753-2905
May hours: Thurs-Fn-Sat. 6-5 or by appt. 753-2570
1 br apartment, furnished
rn!.'nelciarden-= .t.uno.com
and all utilities paid, $285.
month plus deposit. Near
downtown. 436-2755.
190
Form Equipment
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Want to lease

tobacco base to
my farm.
Call 492-8790

halli430

HALEY Professiona
Appraising
270-759-4218
-For What Its Worth'

753-5736
436-2320
SMALL UNFINISHED rustic cottage Needs finishing
inside S37.000 or highest
bid 9 miles east of Murray 489-6108
SOUTH Hazel, Tennessee 3br. 2 bath, C/H/A, or.
3.75 acres 492-8526.

FOR SALE
91 Hyundai
Scoupe

S2,000 OBO
less than 100.000
miles

call 759-9215

1

11121
Lake Property

Deer Lake
Condominiums

ram

Vans

1999 Ford Windstar van
4dr,. dual air, 21.000
miles Must self! $15,800
247-5265

Bedroom. 2 Bath, on KY Lakefront. pool.
,lock, carport. elevator. All appliances, cable.
city water, adjacent marina. Golf course 4 mi.
away. Starting at $105,000.00. Call 270-7531990 Ford F-150 XLT
1362 D. 270-436-5380 H. 270-436-6161 office. white, 8cyl. 118.xxx miles
Open House April 21st & 22nd from 10 a.m. to air, tool box bedliner. &
5 p.m. Take 94 East out of Murray. KY to Hwy. hitch Runs great Must
280 to Deer Lake Condo sign on Sauger Lane. sell $350000 759-1663

126 Small Lane. Pirates
Cove 2br, trailer, partially
furnished Pay on electric. (2) 3/4 acre lots 7 miles
water. gas. ect Use of North. Murray 753-1967
pool and boat dock $2601
2 3.4 acre lots City water
mo/ plus $200 deposit
Natural gas 525.000 Also
(270)354-9061
3 acres. 30x30 garage
WANT to rent 10 or more 2BR, lake home, walking well septic Plus more'
distance to Paris Landing $30,000 Call 759-4189
acres (270)376-3216
Marina Sun room, hard- LOTS for sale Starting at
wood floor. fireplace 731- $11,000 Price includes
352-7642
water. septic & driveway
Apartments For Rent
3BR, 2 bath brick GWA, Also land home packages
1603 Dodson, $630 per 270-437-4838
4br. Townhouse
month Lease and deposit
Coleman RE 759-4118
Call 759-5073
APARTMENTS
Farms For Sale
3BR, 2 bath. 625 broad
FOR RENT
$450 per month Lease
437-4113
314 ac -214 ac bottom
and deposit
APARTMENTS for rent
and bordering city limits
Call 759-5073
Close to campus 753- 3BR, 2 bath, C/H/A newly 100 ac meadow and
many building
5980 or 753-1203 after redecorated
$495 per woods
water, city
Good
sites
5pm
security.
plus
month
CONDOPLEX for rent
gas 100.000 Bu grain
(270)474-2520
storage Frontage on BeAvailable June 1,2001
LARGE 4 to 5 bedroom
Lane
$675-5700 a month
house 301 N 5th St $495 thel Rd and Cook
1 6 miles east of Murray
Deposit required
per month Call 759 5073
Will divide 489-2462
Call 753-0834
NEWLY remodeled 2 or
759-9835
3br • 1ba, C/H/A house for
EFFICIENCY apartment rent $475 00 + deposit
111111
Amps
garbage pick-up, water, Call 767-0313
$200/mo
sewer furnished
PANORAMA Shores/Lake
753-6831.
16X428 $1,500
view 2br. 1 bath. CH/A.
53x100 $1,000
EXTRA nice 2br. 1 5 bath W&D, refrigerator, partially
248-543-8414
townhouse appliances fur- furnished $400/mo + de3prn- 11pm
nished. W/D central gas posit Call 270-436-2136
heat/ air 1 yr lease, 1
RENT, Buy, Rent to Own 4 acres, lots of road frontmonth deposit No pets
New
Concord
age.
2. 3. & 4br Houses
753-2905
$4.450 terms 753-9302
753-4109

1994 Chevy S-10 Red. V6
66.xxx
engine
miles
Owner selling due to death
Homes For Sate
in family $5.500 firm
759-8072 after 4pm
DUPLEX for sale
1998 Ford Ranger truck
Get a good deal
Automatic. 153.000 miles
from owner
4.0 L excellent condition
753-8588
$10,500 Call 759-5352
2000 Chevy Silverado exMI%%hides
tended cab 4 wheel drive 3
door 25.000 miles Loaded
1990 Chevy Blazer Full $22.500 (270)247-5265
size. 4WD. white. w step
bars Call after 4PM 759510
0341
Campers
1997 Jeep Grand Cherokee Limited 4x4 6 cylin- 1995 Prowler. 33 ft trave
der Black, loaded with trailer, double slide out,
transferable 24K mile ex- couch and kitchen table
tended warranty 767-9462 and chairs, new refrigera1999 Black Dodge Dakota tor, awning. hydraulic lift
Extended Cab. 18.000 Phone 354-6665
miles. garage kept. old
dude with no kids driving
$15.500 Call 753-2225
Boats & Motors
Days/ 759-1509 Evening
460

94 Chevy Blazer, fuoi size.
2dr. sport package, fully
loaded. 4x4 aluminum
wheels, new raised letter
Michelin tires. Hwy miles
Sharp'
owner
2nd
$11,900 OBO
Call 492-8514

1975 Reined Runabout
19' long Good condition
52000 00 759-1132
1998 Ranger R-91 Sport
200hp Merc
Excellent
condition Sonar depth
GTF, custom cover, trolling motor. trailer Must
see' $24,500 270-4892246 ask for Chris
Used Cars
94 Tigerstiark Daytona for
1985 Mercedes Turbo die sale Looks and runs
sel 201K miles $6500 good $1500 Cal 559080 436-2225
1069 or 436-5690
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury
Body Shop

tic la

Has

24 HR. WRECKER SERVICE
Will make FREE estimates for your
insurance company.
Request Us If Possible.
NIGHTS:
753-6191 • 753-1833
436-8219

DAYS:
753-5273

Credit
ProblemsNo Problem

KIRKS Concrete
Forming and Finishing
Eddie Kirks
435-4014

Courtesy Auto
Plex has auto
loans available for
slow pay, medical
bills, divorce,

Kenny B at

A time to take care of your
Affordable wOrk
home
done to perfection building. remodeling, additions
porches, decks. roofing.
siding, concrete, fences.
furniture design. and restoration Free Estimates
753-4380
A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737,
437-3044
Free Estimates

MOVING
Lamb Brothers
Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured Call
Luke Lamb At
1-877-902-5262 or
270-753-2555
MOWING and trimming
for smell to average lots
within city limits of Murray
For reliable mowing service Call Steve 767-9178
NEED house repairs, yard
work, clean up junk? Price
by contract or hour Call
Stanley References available 435-4047

777 Radio Road
Almo, KY 42020

24 hours

_753-5827.
ASPHALT contractor
Mitchell Brother Paving
Specializing in
*Driveways, *Parking lots.
*Subdivision paving, *Seal
coating, *Stripping,
*Chip & seal
Fully insured.
Locally owned & operated.
Over 30yrs experience
759-0501
753-1537
Asphalt Seal Coating
Travis Asphalt Sealing
*Driveways
*Parking lots

FREE ESTIMATES
753-2279
BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system. gravel
white rock
436-2113
BRYON'S Lawn Service
Free Estimates 753-0600
CARPET
wrinkles repaired
753-7444.
CARPORTS Starting at
$675 installed Roy Hill
(270)436-2113

ALL Carpentry,
Electrical.
Home building. additions.
remodeling Rotten floors,
sagging roofs Home &
Mobile repair. vinyl siding
Call Larry
References
Nimmo
753-9372, 753-0353
Including
ANTENNAS
RV's, TV Towers, rotors,
amplifiers, and accessories
Dish Network & Direct TV
Satellite Systems. Sales.
Service and Installation
Beasley's Antenna
& Satellite,
500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY
270-759-0901.

MOODY'S Mower Repair
Pick Up & Deliver
753-5668
_ •

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING

877-937-2886

PHILLIPS Lawn Care
Free estimates
436-5408
436-2646
leave message
ROOF LEAKING?
Call a professional
Residential Commercial
or Industrial
270-435-4645
S&M Mowing Service
Handy man yard work
Affordable rates
Free Estimates
759-1923, Bobby Story
759-5234, Ricky Miller
SMALL engine repair
mowers for sale
753-0260
SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment
Free estimates
753-5484

-TIM S MOWING'
also brush removal, tree
trimming and minor cutting Other services available also With fast friendly,
& affordable pricing
753-0462

Tim Butler
Concrete Construction

*Carpets *Furniture
•Emergency water
removal
•Free Estimates

530

Servioas Offered

LAWN
mower repair
pick-up or delivery
available
436-2867

repossessions and
bankBtptcy call
800-505-5091 or
our credit hot line

530

530
Services Offered

DOGWOOD
LANDSCAPING &
LAWN CARE
Complete line of services
offered including mowing
12 years experience
Free estimates
Call David 753-9000
FENCING
Midway Fence All types
Complete services
Reasonable prices
Free Estimate Insured
Dickie Farley 759-1519.
FOR any outdoor
service's. Lawn, mulch,
shrubs, trees, roof's ect
Call Brandon
436-5277

M & T Painting
Now scheduling spring work.
Immediate openings for
interior & exterior painting.

Phone: 270-759-0715
Cell: 270-519-4866

•
The sun, rainwater, salt, gasoline, and oil drippage
will take their toll on asphalt. causing cracking and
deterioration.

AUTO UNLOCKS
LIGHT AND HEAVY DUTY TOWING
& RECOVERY
24 HOUR EMERGENCY ROAD SERVICE
- Student Discounts -

0,0(

YES WE CAN SAVE YOU
/
MONEY - GUARANTEED!!!,

Serving You Since 1952
400 N. 4th St.• Murray, KY

The

Asphalt Doctor

(270) 759-2295

SEAL COATING • ASPHALT REPAIR

270-759-1953

(270) 247-2291 Mayfield, KY
Pctr-rish

Alccriciger-

Owner - Ronnie Geunn

1-800-909-9064

David's Cleaning
Services
We Specialize in Cleaning"
'Vinyl Siding & Fencing 'Mobile Homes
•Brick •All External Cleaning
'Acid Cleaning Available
'We Use Hot Water •Parking Lots & Driveway,
Phone (270) 759-4734

David Borders

S0F1
.13
e77k
17
/
=
ss
rre77-7717

=Moving=

David's Home Improvement
•Replace rotten Or water damaged floors

Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured

*Install braces & floor Joists under houses f,
sagging or weak floors
*Replace or repair water and drain line‘
*Install moisture barriers.

1-877-902-5262 • 1-270-753-2555

Phis...all other home improvement,,

Owner & Operator

David Gallimore, Owner
Free Estimates
901-247-5422

*Luke

Lamb•

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?

2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
Cash. Visa. Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financing

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566

[-PIP
—1

a.
2
0

WE DOT Over

34

Years

270-759-8936

Experience'

Visit Our Showroom Today
Ui

•

ni

EtC-ARPFT & FLOOR WIE
cr

(14i 753-7728

Hwy 411.

in moss south as

RICKY BOGGESS
DBA SYKES PLUMBING

thrall Is Tar WV 1111.

•Well Pumps
Water & Sewer Lines
•Water Heaters
VMSEq,
.
fi
- f 'All Repairs - Big or Small
•
'New or Remodeling

•

lp

•
K4H101, $

109"1500 IV*

13d13T3•000MCIHVH •lANIA • 3111 d10100• 3111 OI4IVEI30

24 Hr Serowe

Cleanup Sem(e

Equipment

I I mon?)

HALL'S HEATING &
MECHANICAL, INC.
1244 State Route 121 North

74-ifai1?af1 Slaidaid
BUILT TO A HIGHER STANDARD

We Service AilBrands
( rti/.'d TVA Heat Pump Contractor

.• 5ien02182

270-759-2288

a
'.]/YEED A

AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions,
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding.
Garages, Carports, Pole
Barns, Metal Buildings,
Fencing. Hardwood Floors
Installed & Finished. Quality Workmanship. Affordable Rates. Licensed.
753-7860. 753-9308.
AFFORDABLE tree work,
out
hauling, cleaning
sheds, gutters cleaning.

etc

azik.ti-ri-i-vlee 759-0610
K1. Master Plumber ry059

To Advertise Your Business
In Our Home Improvement
Guide Call Kathy or
Tammy at 753-1916 To Get
More Information.

2x2 - $205
2x4 - $410
flitt 4 Weeks & 4 Shoppers

530
Services Offered
TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
Mowing, trimming, leaf &
clipping removal dethatching, aeration, overseeding
& fertilization, bed mulching Free Estimates
759-9609
TURNERS'
YARD SERVICE
We beat anyones price!
Please call 435-4053
ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish
18Yrs experience
New Construction*
Remodeling* Repairs*
Concrete Work
AGC Certified
435-4272

FREE
Avocado green cook
stove, works 759-0999
FREE Kitten
Call 753-5259
FREE puppies- 3/4 Malamute, 1/4 Wolf Call 270437-3150 after 6pm M-F
*GOLDEN Retriever,
*Black long hair Lab, both
1yr old & full blooded
489-2774

FREE
PALLETS
U-haul off
Murray
Ledger &
Times

753-1916

436-2867

Woods'identity thief
gets maximum sentence
SACRAMENTO, Calif.(AP)A thief who used Tiger Woods'
identity to steal 517.000 worth of
goods was sentenced to 200 years in
prison.
Anthony Lemar Taylor, 30, was
convicted of falsely obtaining a
driver's license using the name
Eldrick T. Woods, Woods' Social
Security number and his birth date.
Though he looks nothing like
golf's best player. Taylor then used
the false identification and credit
cards to buy a 70-inch TV, stereos

and a used luxury car between
August 1998 and August 1999.
The judge gave Taylor the maximum sentence under California's
three-strikes law Friday. Taylor has
been convicted of 20 misdemeanor
or felony crimes over 17 years.
Taylor's lawyer. James Greiner,
said the 200-year term is tantamount to a death sentence and
should be reserved for those who
injure or kill someone. Taylor's
prior crimes involved theft.

HOROSCOPE
JACQUELINE BIGAR

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday. May
I. 2001
You cannot be clear enough with others.
especially those who have a great deal of
influence on your life. Flow with unexpected developments, and understand
that the only person you have influence
over is yourself You'll gain if you can
develop a more laissez-faire attitude.
Emphasize the quality of your personal
life. A real estate investment becomes a
strong possibility. If you are single, summer provides fun and fnends You meet
someone who gives you butterflies in
your stomach. If you are attached, enlist
more feedback from your significant
other in building your domestic life Add
more romantic times. You're playful
with VIRGO
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
4-Positive.
5-Dynamic;
Have:
3-Average; 2-So-so. I -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** A fnend or associate could gum
up the works. Just when you thought the
path was clear Use your resources and
energy to clear out this problem quickly
before it grows. Continue saying no to an
emotional or financial risk Tonight
Think summer Think bathing suit Think
exercise.

CERAMIC TILE • COMP TILE • VINYL • HARDWOOD •CARPET

5

Tree 7'rimming

Tree & Slump
Removal

Call lado for an estimate 7:MI am -4 MI 51•1-

Do the OWNERS where you
buy your new flooring
personally install for you?

Free Estimates

Hedge Trimming Full Luse of

We specializelb;
I. Water damage repair
4. Moisture control
2 Termite damage repair 5 Home imprmemeni,
Sagging floors
Ii Deck constructiin & reitirhoshlr,-

1RFICO

270-436-2269
1-600-821-6907
.1.

t/ 20 years of experience in all phases of carpentrs
Fully insured
i/ Our estimates are guaranteed in %4 riling

Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

Brothers
Tree Service

Y-2-Lamb

LICENSED & INSMED

Professional Home
Repair 8 Restoration

A Bigger Selection — A Better Price?
Be Sure To Shop — Before You Buy'

Wiggins Furniture

Tiff
LASSIFIEDS•

BY

Metal Roofing
for houses, barns & sheds. Metal

1

270-753-8204

Spring fix-up time is almost here! Get
your home into great shape with the
help of these local professionals.

270-753-6895

, i oil •

Excellent Service• Affordable Rates

Yes there is a difference in product, product mixtures,
and applications. Give us a chance to give you more
information on our products and services

FREE COMPUTERIZED ESTIMATES.
FULLY INSURED - OWNER: JIM OSBURN

'SPRAY PAINTING
'PRESSURE CLEANING
•N ATF.R PROOFING

t,I

rn

With 22 years of quality expenence in the asphalt
industry, we can repair and sealcoat structurally
sound asphalt parking lots and driveways, using the
highest quality commercial coal tar emulsion on the
market.

cut to the inch the same day.Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.
Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

*DECK & FENCE RESTORATIO\
'FAUX FINISHES
'SPECIAL COATINGS
*MULT1SPEC COATINGS

No lob,Too small Or Ti'

With a low cost maintenance program the life of your
asphalt can be doubled.

jAIsNTIN

CUSTOM HOMES

Hogging • Square Hay Baling
• Complete Yard Care
Landscaping
• Custom
• Bush

flBURL'S 4`Pd'i
WRECKER SERVICE

Due to high rising petroleum costs, asphalt pavement is a major investment.

406V40211011 letto
INTERIOR & EXTERIOR PAINTING
Residential, Commercial & Industrial
C:astoir Air),iOTIOVISillfi
VeLi2ii21010

L fit B
CUSTOMS WORKS

290-959-4999

SERVICE
DIRECTORY

LAKE LAND PAINTING

Cecil McLeod's
PAINTING
Lawnmower Repair.
Interior- Exterior Free estiPick-up & delivery
mates Call anytime Cell
753-9814
ph 210-7010
CUSTOM Tractor Work
WEATER-GUARD
Tilling- Blade WorkWINDOW COMPANY
Bushhogging
Exterior
Free Estimates
Home Improvement
Gerald L Carroll Owner
*Replace windows
Phone 270-492-6159
*Vinyl siding
853-4188
Cell Phone
*Metal roofing,
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
*Financing available
Siding Quality Work Free
Call for appointment
Estimates Over 25 Years
Phone - Fax 759-4766
Experience Gerald Wal1-888-321-0818
ters. 753-2592.
YARD-TECH
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Lawn & Landscaping
Trimming, removal, stump
maintenance Lawn
grinding, firewood. Insurspraying
ed. 489-2839
437-4407 210-6268

Please call Paul for
• free estimate at

ratiou and over 25 yFkrs ofexperience'.

Services Offered

TAURUS (Apnl 20-May 20)
**** Work from home if possible. or
take the day off Those in charge could
he unusually cantankerous. Stay out of
trouble by being invisible Allow a partner more say in plans that affect both of
your lives Tonight Make it a requirement that whatever you do is fun
GEMINI(May 2I-June 20)
***** No sign can handle double
messages or mixed messages like the
multifaceted Twin You understand that
all is true and none is true, depending on
the perspective Help someone sort
through alternatives as you illuminate
recent conversations with unique insight
Tonight Have munchies and catch up on
a friend's news
CANCER (June 2I-July 22)
**** Work through a partner's ()pinions, with an eye to finding solutions
This person often tosses everything into
chaos when frustrated Direct your energies at work toward accomplishment.
You might opt to put in an extra hour or
two, with an eye to overtime Tonight
Have a phone visit.
LEO (July 23-Aug 22)
***** Your smile draws others,
which is nothing new Yet a partner
reacts over and over again Realize that
you cannot change this person You can
only change your response Whether
with huddles or office friends, indulge in

a favorite sport or pastime You need
exercise. Tonight: Grab a late dinner
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Take your time when making
decisions, especially if you feel unusually stressed Avoid fast reactions. Instead,
do something to alleviate pressure and to
buy yourself some time. Carefully check
out an offer from a family member or
something involving an investment.
Tonight: Nap, then decide.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Don't feed into another's frenzy In some way. this person could be
manipulating you. Success and fulfillment come through groups and meetings.
Others might challenge your creativity.
Don't react; simply explain where you
are coming from Tonight You need a
night alone.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Revel in the possibilities at
work. Accept an offer that could make
others more aware of you. If it makes
you more comfortable, spend money on
your image or professional status
Success comes through work and a meeting Remain confident Tonight Join
your friends.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec 21)
***** Expressing your more erudite
thoughts makes an impression on those
who can understand To have more universal appeal. simplify your language
and make your ideas palatable to more
people Your willingness to stnve for
goals sets you apart Tonight Burn the
candle at both ends
CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan 191

*** ** Deal with partners and others
with whom you might have financial
involvement Reveal your own take on
what is going on with various financial
options. Use common sense when others
can't Recognize how many depend on
your assessments Tonight Watch a great
movie with a loved one or a pal
AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb. 18)
*** * Think about what someone
wants, rather than simply saying "no"
Tension builds around home or around
some Judgments you are making Friends
point you in the nght direction Give up
being stubborn, and you'll gam Don't
miss a meeting or invitation Tonight
Begin with a friend
PISCES (Feb I9-March 20)
*** Something that unsettles you
could keep breaking into your thoughts
at work Might you be better off taking a
few minutes or an hour to handle this
problem/ Bosses make heavy demands.
though you want to meet them. Clear
away obstacles and allow greater focus
Tonight: Head home first, then decide
BORN TODAY
Singer Tim McGraw (1967). singer Kate
Smith (1909). singer Judy Collins(1939)
•••
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DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I recently
learned that certain medicines should
not be taken with grapefruit juice. Is
this true? If so, why?
DEAR READER: This is an important health issue that needs more
public attention.
The body normally manufactures a
wide variety of enzymes whose job it
is to metabolize foreign substances
that are consumed. One such system,
which is present primarily in the liver
and intestinal lining, is called
cytochrome P-450. Its primary role is
to break down ingested medications,
including calcium -channel blockers
(for hypertension and heart ailments),
statin drugs (to reduce high cholesterol levels), Viagra, Valium, certain
hormone pills, Coumadin, prednisone,
antihistamines, quinidine and many
others. The cytochrome enzyme system also denatures the components in
grapefruit juice. Therefore, if a patient
takes medicine with the juice, the
cytochrome is essentially used up,
causing the concentration of the medicines to rise as much as 1,500 percent, leading to flushing, light headedness, fainting, or even more serious
consequences. As a result of this dangerous interaction (which can also
occur if certain medications are consumed simultaneously), medical
authorities urge patients not to take
medicine with grapefruit juice, and, in
fact, such patients should probably
not swallow several medicines at the
same time. While this reaction is not a
problem with all prescription drugs,
patients should check with their
physicians about which medicines
should be taken separately. Because
many other medications are being
investigated and we don't yet appreciate the full spectrum of possible interactions with grapefruit juice, I admonish my patients to avoid taking medicine within 12 to 24 hours after drinking grapefruit juice or eating the fruit.
For obvious reasons, this restriction
means that grapefruit should be virtually eliminated from the diets of
patients who take prescription drugs
on a daily basis.)
To give you related information, I am
sending you a copy of my Health Report
"Consumer Tips on Medicine." Other
readers who would like a copy should
send $2 plus a long, self-addressed,
stamped envelope to P.O. Box 2017,
Murray Hill Station, New York, NY
10156. Be sure to mention the title.

DEAR ABBY

DEAR DR. GOTT: After my friend
fell five feet onto concrete pavement,
she was hospitalized for severe pain,
even though X-rays failed to reveal a
fracture, Three hours after being
admitted, she requested pain medication but was told she had to wait her
turn. We later learned that one of the
patients ahead of her had just been
circumcised. What could my friend
have done to assert her right to immediate attention?
DEAR READER: Access to immediate attention can be a real problem in
today's modern hospitals, where
patients are usually very ill. Although
doctors write orders for pain medication, the nursing staff is largely
responsible for prioritizing which
patients get what and when. In many
institutions, nurses are in short supply,
and patients simply must wait their
turn to receive medication. For obvious reasons, nurses try to attend to the
sickest and most needy patients first.
Unfortunately, this reality sometimes means that other patients are
unavoidably put off. Without demeaning your friend's need for analgesia, I
must say that circumcision is painful.
Evidently, the nursing staff perceived
that this patient took priority over
your friend.
I do not believe that she had a
"right" to immediate attention; the
system is not really this responsive to
patients needs. Perhaps she (and
other patients) have to realize that
staffing problems sometimes result in
delays, frustration and anger. If your
friend feels truly ill-treated, I suggest
that she request a private meeting
with the head nurse or nursing supervisor. I believe that through an open
and frank discussion, the issue you
raised could be resolved to everyone's
satisfaction.

DEAR ABBY: World War 11
mariners, who suffered the highest
casualty rate of any of the branches
of service while they delivered
troops, tanks, airplanes and fuel to
every theater of war, were belatedly awarded veteran status in 1988
and in 1998.
Thus far, only 95,000 out of a
quarter-million eligible mariners,
or their survivors, have applied
for veteran status. Application
procedures can be found at
www.USMM.org/update.html or
by sending a business-size selfaddressed, stamped (55 cents I
envelope to AMMV: WWII, P.O.
Box 2361, Berkeley, CA 94702.
This is important because men
and women who served in the U.S.
Merchant Marines and the U.S.
Army Transport Service may be eligible for medical care and prescriptions through the Veterans Administration. At the very least, they can
tell their grandchildren they are
"veterans of World War II," and can
get a flag for their coffin and a
grave marker.
Mariners from the Korean, Vietnam, Gulf wars, and the U.S. Maritime Service, the official WWII
Merchant Marine training organization, should contact AMMV:
OTHER, at the above address, so
that they, too, can join together in
applying for veteran status.
DANIEL HORODYSKY,
COMMUNICATIONS DIRECTOR,
AMERICAN MERCHANT
MARINE VETERANS

LOOKING BACK

I undergo a procedure to have the
tissue removed.
Had I not read about it in your
column, I never would have known
how serious endometriosis can be.
Because of that column, I won't
have to endure more years of pain.
Thank you again, Abby. Sign me ...
GRATEFUL IN OKLAHOMA
DEAR GRATEFUL:I was surprised at the number of women
who suffer from this problem.
More than half a million women
visited the Endometriosis Association Web site after reading
Karen's letter. Read on:
DEAR ABBY: "Karen in Virginia" wrote about the pain and suffering of endometriosis. It is also
important to note that this debilitating disease can cause infertility.
Women with endometriosis who
wish to have children need special
care from their OB-GYN and must
take steps early to preserve their fertility. These women should not wait
until they are ready to start their
families before seeking medical help.
RESOLVE: The National Infertility Association has information and
educational materials for women
with endometriosis who are
planning to have children. For more
information, patients can visit
the RESOLVE Web site at
www.resolve.org or call the
RESOLVE helpline at 617-623-0744.
JOAN C. BOWEN,
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

DEAR DANIEL: I am pleased
that these unsung heroes are
now able to receive benefits, as
they should have been in the
first place. Better late than
never.

DEAR JOAN: I hope you're
prepared for an onslaught of
inquiries — because you're
going to get them.
***

Dear Abby is written by Pauline
Phillips and daughter Jeanne Phillips.

***

Copyright 2001, Newspaper Enterprise Assn.

Ten years ago
Dr. Tim Miller, professor and
chairman of the department of accounting at Murray State University, has been named the 28th recipient of the Distinguished Professor of the Year Award by the MSU
Alumni Association.
Births reported include a girl to
Mary Ann and Ron Sasher, April
23; a boy to Lynne and Keith York,
a boy to Sandra and Scott Gipson, a
girl to Carla and Harvey Gilliam, a
girl to Kimberly and James Phillips
and a girl to Cornelia and Darrell
Walker, April 24.
Twenty years ago
An annual perpetual scholarship
has been established at Murray
State University by the Murray Lions Club in memory of one of its
charter members, Bryan Tolley,
who died Oct. 22, 1980. He had a
41-year perfect attendance record
with the club.
Calloway County High School
Chapter of Future Farmers of America took top honors at the 28th annual Agriculture Field Day at Murray State University. Agriculture instructors at CCHS are Jamie Potts,
Larry Gilbert and Eugene Chaney.
Fiftieth wedding anniversaries
will be observed by Mr. and Mrs.
Dorris Jackson on May 2, and Mr.
and Mrs. Arthur Vinson on May 3.
Thirty years ago
David Alexander, Anne Battle,
Christi Cooper, Mark Etherton,
Nancy Hart, Annette Houston,
Richard W. Jones, Suzanne Jones,
Freya Larson, Gail Lyons, Nancy
Mathis, Wade Outland, Marilyn
Parks, Darryel Paschall, Bill Pink -
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ston, John Rayburn, Pat Ryan, Marilyn Simons, Jayda Stuart, Ruth
Titsworth, Alan Weatherly, Johnny
Williams, Amy Wilson and Mary
Winter were seniors at Murray High
School named to the National
Honor Society.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Trichel Jr.,
April 21.
Forty years ago
Dr. C.S. Lowry spoke abut "The
Cuban Situation" at a meeting of
the Murray Rotary Club at Murray
Woman's Club House. New Rotarians welcomed were Dr. Clegg Austin, Roger Carbaugh, Dr. Phillip
Tibbs, Max B. Hurt and Dr. Thomas
Parker.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. James Sullivan, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Virgil Edwards, and a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. James Boone.
Fifty years ago
Dr. Hal Houston Sr. of Murray
attended the meeting of Southeastern Surgical Congress, held at Hollywood Beach, Fla. He was accompanied by his wife.
About 600 homemakers attended
the meeting of the Purchase District
of Kentucky Federation of Homemakers at Murray State College
auditorium. Mrs. Maynard Ragsdale, president of Calloway County
Homemakers Council, gave the
welcome.
Mrs. Robert Gass, Mrs. J. Robert
Taylor, Mrs. Geraldine Myers and
Mrs. Bill Strader are new officers of
the Hazel High School Unit of Parent-Teacher Association.

TODAY IN HISTORY
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, April 30, the
120th day of 2001. There are 245
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On April 30, 1900, a legend was
born as engineer John Luther "Casey" Jones of the Illinois Central
Railroad died in a wreck near
Vaughan, Miss., after staying at the
controls in an effort to save the passengers.
On this date:
In 1789, George Washington
took office in New York as the first
president of the United States.
In 1803, the United States purchased the Louisiana Territory
from France.
In 1812, Louisiana became the
18th state of the Union.
In 1900, Hawaii was organized
as a U.S. territory.
In 1939, the New York World's
Fair officially opened.
In 1945, as Russian troops approached his Berlin bunker, Adolf
Hitler committed suicide along
with his wife of one day. Eva
Braun.
In 1970, President Nixon announced the United States was
sending troops into Cambodia, an
action that sparked widespread protest.
In 1973. President Nixon announced the resignations of top
aides H.R. Haldeman and John
Ehrlichman. along with Attorney
General Richard G. Kleindienst and
White House counsel John Dean.
One year ago: Hundreds of thousands participated in a gay-rights
rally in Washington.
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Community Events
HOW MUCH IS TOO MUCH?

BELIEVE IT OR NOT...THERE IS A RIGHT WAY & A WRONG WAY TO RUN!

THURSDAY, MAY 3
4 - 4:30 p.m. • Center for Health & Wellness
Many people suffer from the need to exercise excessively. Come join Wellness Exercise
Specialist Allison Lancaster and learn how to develop the best schedule for a healthy exercise
routine. The signs of excessive exercise and the injuries that commonly occur will be
discussed. For more information, call the Center for Health & Wellness at 762-1348.

SATURDAY, MAY 12
Lc 10 - 10:30 a.m.• Center for Health & Wellness
r If you are a runner or if you like to run we invite you to come by the Wellness
Center for this seminar on the pros and cons of running and how, if done
correctly, it can improve your fitness level! For more information, call the
Wellness Center at (270) 762-1348.

DIABETES SELF-MANAGEMENT PROGRAM

ARTHRITIS SELF-HELP COURSE

THURSDAY, MAY 3 & FRIDAY, MAY 4
8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.• Third Floor Education Unit
.
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cate and more will be covered. Pre-registration is required. For more information
or to register, contact Certified Diabetes Educator Ann Ingle, R.N., C.D.E., at 7621490or 1-800-342-6224,ext. 490.

THURSDAYS, MAY 17 THROUGH JUNE 21
10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.• Center for Health & Wellness
The Arthritis Self-Help Course is designed to give people with arthritis and those who care
about them the knowledge and skills needed to take a more active part in dealing with their
arthritis. This course is taught on Thursdays for six consecutive weeks from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30
p.m., May 17 through June 21. The cost is $20 per person for the entire course and class size is
limited. Pre-registration is required. Call for more information or to register. - 762-1348!

iiii

YOU WATER YOUR PLANTS...DON'T FORGET TO WATER YOUR BODY!

KICK ASTHMA DAY CAMP!

MONDAY, MAY 7. Noon to 12:30 p.m. • Center for Health & Wellness OR
WEDNESDAY, MAY 9. 4:30 to 5 p.m.• Center for Health & Wellness
whether lounging poolside, playing golf, or simply watching TV at home, it is essential to
consume plenty of fluids during the summer and throughout the year. Attend this session led
by Wellness Center Dietitian Rebecca Wright to learn more about the importance of keeping
well hydrated' For more information, call the 'Wellness Center at 762-1348.

SATURDAY, MAY 19
10 a.m. to 3 p.m.• Center for Health & Wellness
A FREE one-day camp for children with asthma and their caregivers will be held on Saturday,
May 19 from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the Center for Health and Wellness. The camp provides fun
and educational activities for seven- to 12-year-old children with asthma including tips on
managing asthma for kids with an active lifestyle! The respiratory care staff of MCCH's
Cardiopulmonary Services will provide instruction as well as games and crafts. A free lunch is
provided and campers can swim from 3-4 p.m. Pre-register by calling 762-1174.

STROKE AWARENESS & PREVENTION'
TUESDAY, MAY 8 • 10:30 - 11 a.m. • Center for Health & Wellness OR
TUESDAY, MAY 22 • 4:30 - 5 p.m. • Center for Health & Wellness
Wellness Center Director & Exercise Physiologist Keena Miller, R.N., B.S.N., will present this
seminar on stroke risk factors and prevention techniques. If you or a loved one has had to deal
with the effects of a stroke of if you think you may be at risk for a stroke, we invite you to
attend this educational seminar. For more information, call the Wellness Center at ,762-1348.

WORKING OUT- HOW TO PREVENT INJURY WHEN LIFTING WEIGHTS
MONDAY, MAY 21
7 to 7:30 p.m.• Center for Health & Wellness
Join Wellness Center Fitness Coordinator Brooks Barton for this 30 minute
session on how to avoid sport and exercise injury. Brooks will give participants
information on how much training is healthy and tips on the proper stretching
and warm up techniques. Everyone is welcome!
For more information, call the Wellness Center at (270) 762-1348.

FREE BLOOD PRESSURE SCREENING
WEDNESDAY, MAY 9 • 8 a.m. to Noon • Center for Health & Wellness
WEDNESDAY, MAY 16 • 3 - 7 p.m.• Center for Health & Wellness
Stop by the Wellness Center any time between 8 a.m. and Noon on
Wednesday, May 9 or from 3 to 7 p.m on Wednesday, May 16 to have your
blood pressure taken for free '

THE ART OF EFFECTIVELY USING FREE WEIGHTS
THURSDAY, MAY 24
5 to 6:30 p.m. • Center for Health & Wellness
Join Wellness Center Exercise Specialist Adam Blalock for a seminar on the proper use of free
weights in order to get the best results. Participants will be given information and actual
demonstrations on how to safely use free weights. Everyone is welcome! For more information,
call the Wellness Center at (270) 762-1348.

BACKPACKING- WHAT A STRESS RELIEVER!
WEDNESDAY, MAY 9
5:30 - 6 p.m. • Center for Health & Wellness
, A great way to enjoy physical activity and nature at the same time is to go on a hike!
Western Kentucky offers lots of "hot spots" for a relaxing afternoon of backpacking!
Join Wellness Exercise Specialist Rob Weatherly for this seminar on the different
equipment needed, the appropriate clothing, the safety measures that should be
lk considered and the health benefits received from hiking! For more information,
please call the Wellness Center at 762-1348.
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BODY PUMP IS HERE!!!

TUESDAY, MAY 15.(Welliicss Center members only)
Center for Health & Wellness
The Wellness Center is offering a new way to workout - BODY PUMP! The BODY PUMP
workout is a challenging yet simple routine that uses specially made barbells that can be
adjusted from 3 to 91 pounds, making it ideal for people of all ages and fitness levels. This class
is for Wellness Center members only. If you are interested in learning more about BODY PUMP
or other services offered by the Wellness Center offers, call 762-1348.

Miracle Moments is pleased to offer the classes
listed here as part of our Miracle Moments
MATERNITY CARE
Maternity Service. Pre-registration is required for
all classes. For more information, to arrange for a
personalized tour of the Miracle Moments Maternity Unit or to
pre-register for any classes, call(270)762-1425.

MURRAY-MayPrepared Childbirth

MURRAY-AprilPrepared Childbirth

MON., MAY 7, 14, 21, & 28
7-9 p.m. • Center for Health & Wellness

7-9 p.m. • Center for Health & Wellness

SUPPORT GROUPS
ALZHEIMER'S
DISEASE
INFORMATION
Support Group Meetings
TUESDAY, MAY 8 & 22
4:30 p.m. • Board Room
Memories Group
for Alzheimer's Clients
FRIDAY, MAY 11 & 25
10 a.m.• Private Dining Rm
For information about any
Alzheimer's disease
meetings, contact Cindy
Ragsdale,(270) 762-1108.

PARKINSON'S
SUPPORT
TUESDAY, MAY 8
1:00 p.m. • West View
Nursing Home
Contact Dixie Hopkins,
speech language pathologist, at (270) 762-1573.

BEREAVEMENT
SUPPORT

DEPRESSION
SUPPORT

WEDNESDAY, MAY 9
6:30 p.m.• Administration
Annex Conference Rm
Contact MCCH Chaplain
Kerry Lambert at
(270)762-1274.

WEDNESDAYS, MAY 2 & 16
10:30 a.m.• Private Dining Rm
Contact Kathy Culbert, RN,
(270)489-2284 or Janie at
(270)753-9015.

COMPASSIONATE
FRIENDS
THURSDAY, MAY 24
7:30 p.m.• Board Room
Contact Hilda Bennett at
(901)498-8324 or Kerry
Lambert, MCCH Chaplain,
(270)762-1274.

BREAST CANCER
SUPPORT
TUESDAY, MAY 22
6:30 p.m. • Private Dining Rm
.Contact Evelyn Wallis at
(270)489-2462.

MULTIPLE
SCLEROSIS
SUPPORT
THURSDAY, MAY 17
7:00 p.m. • Board Room
Contact Sherial
Underwood,(270) 759-8516

FIBROMYALGIA
SUPPORT
WEDNESDAY, MAY 23
10:30 a.m. • MCCH Private
Dining Rm
Contact Marlane Newell,
(270)753-0043.

MON., JUNE 4, 11, 18 & 25

T

he hospital's Health Express will be offering blood pressure cheeks, pulse and
two-hour blood sugar screenings at its stops during May. The blood sugar test must
be performed two hours after completing a meal. As a screening, the two-hour blood
sugar test is FREE of charge under the following conditions:

There's No Better Time To
Enjoy Life!
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital's PrimeLife, the
exciting health and wellness
program for people age 55 and
older, is gearing up for an
activity-filled spring.
FRMAY,JUNE15,2001
Manic Day 7bur
The ()pryland Hotel is host to a
new Titanic Exhibit with almost
2000 artifacts on display. Many
of these items were recovered
from the northern Atlantic in

the last year and have never
been seen by the public. This is
a historic exhibit and the first
of its kind in middle Tennessee.
If you saw the exhibit in
Memphis, this one will further
complete your interest. Lunch
will be at the entertaining
Rainforest Café. The cost is
$64 per person.
Call (270) 762-1590 or
1-800-822-1840, ext. 590 for a
reservation!
TUESDAY,JULY 16,2001

Memphis Day Tour
The British Museum's vast
collection of Egyptian antiques
is among the most

comprehensive collections in the
world outside Cairo. The 150
objects will be arranged
chronologically to reveal the
development of Egyptian art over
35 centuries. Please join us for
this educational fun-filled day!
$74 per person (lunch included)
Call 762-1590 or
1-800-822-1840, ext. 590 for a
reservation!
For more information on
PrimeLife, to become a member
or to register for one of these
events, please contact us at 7621590 or 1-800-822-1840, ext. 590.

1.) Annually if family history of diabetes exists. 2.) Anytime there is a 20 pound
weight change. 3.) Every three years undefall other conditions.
If you are diagnosed with diabetes, you can have your blood sugar monitored on
the Health Express if you obtain a written prescription from your physician and file
it with the Health Express nurse. Your physician will specify the frequency for
monitoring on the prescription. These screenings are offered to detect disease in its
earliest stages when there are no symptoms of disease. If you are experiencing
symptoms, you should see your physician.
THURSDAY, MAY 3
• Murray

THURSDAY, MAY 10
• Murray

Save A Lot Grocery
8:30 11:30 a m
12:30 3 00 p rT)

Kroger
11 00 a.m.- 2:00 p.m

WEDNESDAY, MAY 9
•

Murray

Kroger
1:00 a.m.- 2:00 p.m.

TUESDAY, MAY 22
• Murray
Senior Citizen's Center
8:30 11:00 a.m.

www.murrayhospital.org
0

WEDNESDAY, MAY 23
Murray
Center for Health & Wellne,>s
8.30 11:30 a.m
12:30 3:00 p.rri

